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“When the prison doors are opened,
the real dragon will fly out”
Ho Chi Minh

Revolutionary Greetings,
Welcome to our National Jericho Movement Newsletter. Thank you to all of our members and affiliates who
contribute critical information regarding our Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War as well as updates on activities,
events, and actions. Moving forward, we stand in fierce determination and solidarity to free our remaining
Political Prisoners and Prisoners of War still languishing behind the dungeon walls. Our shared vision is that we
will reach a time in this country (and others) wherein there will be no more Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War.
We envision the day when they all will walk free and into the arms of their families—who have been waiting for
decades. We hope you join us in making this a reality.
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Every artist, every scientist, every writer must decide now where he stands.
The artist must take sides. He must elect to fight for freedom or for slavery.
I have made my choice. I had no alternative.
Paul Robeson

Current Work and Progress
Jericho actively maintains direct connections with our Political Prisoners by visiting or writing them monthly.
We also maintain contact with and assist their families. We monitor health & legal status and provide support
and intervention. We hold political education classes, table at events, travel to give presentations, interviews
and speak on radio shows.
We are actively involved in collaborating with and supporting other organizations and events which are in
alignment with our missions and values to break down walls of injustice, racism, oppression, and Free our
Political Prisoners. Jericho meetings and teleconferences occur during the month nationwide.
We are also focusing on the campaign “In the Spirit of Mandela” post tribunal work, raising funds to support
our PP’s, and addressing health and legal issues. We are assisting our comrades who have finally come home.
We have been attending many online meetings, calls to action, as well as strategizing on gaining the release of
our Political Prisoners. Lastly, we hope you will connect with some of our powerful allies who are hosting events
and Calls to Action (past and future). As you can see, there are many “boots on the ground”! Free Em All!!

Chairperson’s Corner
Please check back next Month

Jericho Tributes and Highlights
Jericho’s Celebration of 2021 Victories & “Pick Up the Work” in 2022!
Saturday, January 22, 2022. The People's Forum, 320 W. 37th St (btwn 8th & 9th Aves.). 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. With:
Jericho National Chair Jihad Abdulmumit, Theresa Shoatz speaking about her father, Kempis Ghani Songster,
Kazi Toure, MOVE Family, Brother Shep, Spoken Word by Sister Nzinga, Music with Ngoma Hill (Ngoma Osayemi
Ifatunmise) "The Poet your professor warned you about", Updates on: Mumia Abu-Jamal, Leonard Peltier, Dr.
Mutulu Shakur, Sundiata Acoli, Kamau Sadiki, Maumin Khabir! Tributes to Ancestors who Transitioned in 2021:
Theresa Shoatz: Russell Maroon Shoatz, Janet and Janine Africa: Consuewella and Chuck Africa, NYC Jericho:
Romaine Chip Fitzgerald Streaming Live on YouTube: https://youtu.be/nzWuyxZ2fP4. For more information:
nycjericho@gmail.com. Streaming Live on YouTube: https://youtu.be/nzWuyxZ2fP4
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Maumin Khabir (Melvin Mayes) has been Released!!!
Maumin was released on 2/15/2022 and is currently at home!!

Aafia Siddiqui, Political Prisoner
by Linda Ford - January 19, 2022
“The media coverage of the hostage-taking at a synagogue in Texas has been predictably hysterical,
Islamophobic and inaccurate about Aafia Siddiqui, the apparent political cause of the hostage-taker Malik
Faisad Akram. According to his family in England he has “mental health issues.” He was “said to have”
weapons and explosives. He was “said to have” threatened the four hostages but everyone seems to agree no
one was harmed. He wanted Siddiqui free from the near-by maximum security Carswell Prison; he wanted to
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speak to her. Under heavy criticism the FBI has said that his hostage-taking had nothing to do with their being
Jews, “not his issue.” But to the press, Siddiqui “has a history of anti-semitism,” hence the universal media
criticism. To the police, FBI, government, killing Akram represented a successful outcome to the
crisis. Siddiqui’s lawyer and family distanced themselves from Akram’s actions, but to say they remain
completely frustrated by their thwarted attempts to free a very ill, frail, and innocent Aafia Siddiqui, after
repeated pleas to the US government and unfulfilled promises by the Pakistani government, would be to vastly
understate the case.
Pakistani-born Boston graduate student Aafia Siddiqui’s crime was to be caught in America’s post 9/11 antiMuslim hysteria. She had come to America in 1990 to study, earning a biology degree and then a Ph.D in
neuroscience from MIT. Her colleagues called her quiet and religious (but not a fundamentalist). Her marriage
to Mohammed Amjad Khan ended in divorce when he proved to be violent and more fundamentalist than
Siddiqui. She was mistakenly accused of anti-American Muslim activism initially (partially because of mistaken
identity), but the accusations ballooned. In the early War On Terror days, “associations” became much more
significant and damning. Siddiqui ended up on Attorney General John Ashcroft’s “Watchlist.” As the Big Lies of
government grew, soon the New York Post was calling her “Lady Al Queda.”
Once the government labeled her a “terrorist,” she had no chance of escaping the Empire’s punishment. When
her true story began to emerge, it was necessary to take action. While visiting in Pakistan, helped by Pakistani
American operatives, she was “disappeared.” Her youngest child was killed when she was taken, and her other
two children imprisoned separately for years. She was beaten, raped, tortured and kept in solitary in black site
prisons of the American Empire, particularly in Afghanistan. Other prisoners have testified that they saw her at
Bagram, a prison from which the Obama administration prevented prisoners’ court appearances because they
might talk about the conditions of their imprisonment. Eventually Aafia Siddiqui would be set up for final
punishment and disposal.
From my book Women Politicals in America:
At the trial—in January 2010—the soldiers said that Aafia Siddiqui, accused would-be assassin and presumed Al
Qaeda terrorist, did, in fact, get hold of an unsecured M-4 automatic rifle and open fire on US soldiers and FBI
agents in Ghazni, Afghanistan. The day before, she had been picked up by local policemen as a “possible
suicide bomber” because she had been “loitering” in a public square with a young boy [whose identity is not
clear]. She carried instructions to create biological weapons, descriptions of US “military assets,” numerous
jars containing “chemical substances,” and documents containing words like “Empire State Building” and
“Brooklyn Bridge.” The soldiers said that the day after her discovery and arrest, an American army captain, a
warrant officer, two army interpreters and two FBI agents came to question Siddiqui at Ghazni police
headquarters. The soldiers said that none of those men were “aware that Siddiqui was being held, unsecured,
behind [a] curtain.” Oddly, no one looked behind it. And also oddly, the American warrant officer placed his
M-4 rifle next to the curtain. What happened next, said the soldiers, was that Siddiqui pulled the rifle to her,
unlatched the safety, pointed the gun at the captain, and while one of the interpreters grabbed for the gun,
Siddiqui fired the gun twice. The soldiers agreed she had said, “Get the fuck out of here!” She hit no one.
The soldiers said the interpreter knocked her to the ground and the warrant officer fired “approximately two
rounds” into Siddiqui’s stomach. She collapsed, unconscious. FBI special Agent Eric Negron testified at her trial
that he saw the rifle raised (although he could not see her face behind the curtain). Negron said that after she
was shot he helped restrain the struggling Siddiqui. “I had to strike her several times with a closed fist across
the face.” Finally she “either fainted or faked that she had fainted” and was handcuffed. The soldiers had
successfully restrained the suspected terrorist Siddiqui. Although her prints were not on the rifle, the holes in
the police station wall put there by the rifle Siddiqui allegedly fired were proved to have been there before the
July 2008 incident, and since, if she had tried to kill the soldiers, she missed and was herself grievously shot in
the abdomen, her sentence seemed disproportionate. Aafia Siddiqui was given 86 years in prison. She had
been labeled a terrorist enemy of the Empire and its soldiers, and her case was disposed of accordingly.
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Siddiqui had been extradited for the offense of attempting to kill soldiers, but she was tried, completely
illegally, as a notorious female terrorist. She was not allowed to speak of her torture or the killing of her
baby. The trial—then as now—of a “terrorist, as with Julian Assange, allows for only the
government/prosecutorial side. The defendant cannot win. Siddiqui was also in very bad shape, physically and
mentally during her trial, with a badly dressed stomach wound that the judge had to intervene to have
treated. She was forced to undergo strip searches every day and was forced to testify. When she mentioned
being in a secret prison, with her children tortured in front of her, the testimony was stricken from the
record. She also, and this is arguably something the hostage-taker Malik Faisad Akram was aware of, did not
want “Zionists” chosen as jurors and said her guilty verdict came from Israel, not America. Some said she was
irrational which was entirely possible, but with the anti-Muslim elements of her trial, perhaps not so irrational.
She has been in prison since 2010 and has, according to her family, suffered unjust punishments within the
prison, and her medical problems are not treated. For much of the last 11 years, she has also not been able to
communicate with her family. According to the Free Aafia website, maintained by her family and friends, she
was attacked last July and suffered serious injuries. After a number of years, she and her family are still waiting
for Pakistani Prime Minister Imran Khan to follow through on promises to help free her from the Empire’s
prison. For the press to continue to call her a hardened terrorist and to overlook the treatment, the torture
she has endured at American hands, echoes the ignorant liberal sentiment that Afghanistan is so much worse
off without the American government there to torture and kill. I would like to end this with a 2012 statement
from Moazzam Begg, prisoner at US Air Force Base, Bagram, Afghanistan:
Of all the abuses [prisoner Abu Yahya al-Libi] describes in his account, the presence of a woman and her
humiliation and degradation were the most inflammatory to all the prisoners [at Bagram]—they would never
forget it. He describes how she was regularly stripped naked and manhandled by guards, and how she used to
scream incessantly in isolation for two years. He said prisoners protested her treatment, going on hunger
strike, feeling ashamed they could do nothing to help. He described her in detail: a Pakistani mother—torn
away from her children—in her mid-thirties, who had begun to lose her mind. Her number, he said, was 650.”

Political Prisoners/POWs Updates
1. Medical
Leonard Peltier: Leonard tested positive for Covid-19 on Jan 29
2. Legal
Sundiata Acoli: “On January 31st, the New Jersey Supreme Court heard oral arguments in the state's leading
parole case, that of 85-year-old Sundiata Acoli. The oral arguments were recorded and will be released at a later
date.” (See article below).
3. Other
-Eric King: Eric King's mail ban is over (for now)

Political Prisoners/POWs Birthdays: Please Send a Card!
February Birthdays!
Abdullah, Haki Malik (s/n Michael Green): Birthday Feb 4
Contact Information/Prison Address
Green, Michael #C56123
Centinela State Prison #A2-107, PO Box 901
Imperial, CA 92251-0901 United States U.S. Prisoner
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Veronza Bowers: Birthday-Feb 4, 1946
Affiliation: Black Panther Party
Captured: Sept. 15th 1973: Life
Contact Information/Prison Address
#35316-136, Butner Medium II, P.O. Box 1500, Butner, NC 27509

Freddie Hilton (Kamau Sadiki): Birthday-Feb 19
Affiliation: Black Panther Party
Contact Information/Prison Address
#0001150688 -Augusta State Medical Prison,
Bldg 23A-2, 3001 Gordon Highway,
Grovetown,, GA 30813, United States
Captured: 2002: Life without parole
“The government and police, knowing that he suffers from Hepatitis C,
Cirrhosis of the Liver and Sarcoidosis they told Kamau that unless he helped
them capture Assata Shakur that he would "die in prison." The police told
Kamau that if he worked with them and "got Assata to leave Cuba" and go to
some other country where they could apprehend her that they would not
prosecute on the false police killing charge. Kamau's two daughters and
grandchildren are devasted by the absense of their loving, hard-working father (he supported them by working
for the telephone company in New York for over eighteen years) and are active in efforts to release him.
http://freekamau.com/
Abdullah Malik Ka’Bah (aka Jeff Fort): Birthday-Feb 20, 1947
Affiliation: Muslim
“We believe that Abdul Malik was indicted because of the new vision that
he had acquired and which he was trying to share with other street
organizations not only in Chicago, but throughout the U.S.! He was
indicted because, for example, he (and others) had worked and were
continuing to work to maintain a peace among street organizations, so
that they could begin to redirect their energies in ways that would ensure
the survival of their people, and the development of their communities.”
Contact Information/Prison Address
#92298-024, USP Florence ADMAX, P.O. Box 8500, Florence, CO 81226 *
NOT allowed to receive mail http://newafrikan77.wordpress.com
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Byron Shane Chubbuck (OSO BLANCO): Birthday-Feb 26, 1967
Affiliation: Ejército Zapatista de Liberación Nacional, EZLN Defender
First Nation Political Prisoner, Author, U.S. Prisoner
Captured: 1999 – Release Date 2071
Contact Information/Prison Address
#07909051 USP Victorville, PO Box 3900, Adelanto, CA 92301
“The new Aztlan is now. We shall no longer kill mother Earth and everything else
just to have modern technologies, the time of that will end soon. We shall rise up
as warriors-refusing to be slaves of commerce and political lies. In our own land we
shall be HIGH Master, high master of the heart, high masters of consciousness. I am
Oso Blanco de Aztlan, I support EZLN and the Brown
Berets.” http://freeosoblanco.blogspot.com

January Birthdays!
Joseph Bowen- Birthday: January 15, 1948
Affiliation: Black Liberation Army
Contact Information/Prison Address
AM-4272 1 Kelley Drive, Coal Township, PA 17866-1021
Captured: 1973: Life Without Parole
"Unless I do something to get myself out of this hole, these people will keep me
in this hole until I am dead." - JoJo Bowen, who has been in solitary confinement
for 26 years.

Abdul Azeez: Birthday Jan. 9, 1947
Contact Information/Prison Address
Warren Ballantine #5161422, Citrus County Detention Facility, 2604 West Woodland
Ridge Drive, Lecanto, FL 34461
Captured 1972--8 Life Sentences
A history of the "Virgin Island Five", a group of activists accused of murdering eight
people in the U.S. Virgin Islands. The murders took place during a turbulent period of
rebellion on the Islands. The island was put under virtual martial law, and eventually
five men: Ismail Ali, Warren (Aziz) Ballantine, Meral (Malik) Smith, Raphael (Kwesi)
Joseph, and Hanif Shabazz Bey were apprehended and then charged with the attack. All
the men were known supporters of the Virgin Island independence movement.
The five were charged after being subjected to vicious torture, in order to extract
confessions. They were beaten, hung from their feet and necks from trees, subject to electric shocks with
"cattle prods", had plastic bags tied over their heads and had water forced up their noses by the "defenders of
the law." The judge (Warren Young) overlooking the case prior to being placed on the federal bench worked as
Rockefeller's private attorney and and even handled legal matters for the Fountain Valley Golf Course.
Eventually, the five went to trial in what became known as the "Fountain Valley" murder trial. This was an
obvious Kangaroo Court and a mockery of any sense of a fair trial. On August 13, 1973, each of the five men
convicted and sentenced to eight (8) consecutive life terms. Today, Warren (Aziz) Ballantine, Meral (Malik)
Smith, and Hanif Shabazz Bey are all confined in federal prisons. Ismail Ali was liberated to Cuba via an airplane
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hijacking in 1984. Raphael (Kwesi) Joseph was granted a pardon by the V.I. governor in 1992. Six years later
Kwesi was mysteriously found dead of poison-laced drug overdose, after it was said that he was about to reveal
evidence that would have exonerated at least one or more defendants. http://abcf.net/abc/pdfs/vi5.pdf
Sundiata Acoli: Birthday: January 14, 1937
Affiliation: Black Panther Party-New African
Contact Information/Prison Address
#39794-066 (*Address envelope to Clark Squire), FCI Cumberland, P.O. Box 1000
Cumberland, MD 21501
Captured: 1973- Life Sentence
"The Parole Board’s stated reason for the 20-year hit was Sundiata’s membership in
the Black Panther Party and the Black Liberation Army prior to his arrest and the
receipt of hundreds of “Free Sundiata” form letters that characterized him as a New
Afrikan Prisoner of War." http://SundiataAcoli.org For complete article
see: https://www.thejerichomovement.com/profile/acoli-sundiata-clark-squire

Marius Mason [Address mail to Marie Mason]: Birthday: January 26, 1962
Affiliation: Anarchist and Earth First!
Contact Information/Prison Address
#04672-061, FCI Danbury, Route 37, Danbury, CT 06811
Captured: March 10, 2008. Sentence: 22yrs.
"Marius was an extended care assistant at a small Cincinnati school when arrested
on March 10, 2008 by federal agents. Marius was convicted of involvement with a
December, 1999 arson at a Michigan State University office in which GMO research
was being conducted and a January 2000 arson of logging equipment in Mesick,
Michigan. Both arsons were claimed by the Earth Liberation Front."
https://supportmariusmason.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marius_Mason

The National Jericho Movement sends
our Beloved PP’s/POW’s
Love, Respect, and Honor
as we Celebrate your Birthday
with Continued hope and Determination for
Freedom...Now!
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Current & Former Political Prisoner Voices
New poem by Eric King-"Circumstances'
Feb 2
“We are not victims of our circumstances
We are the victors over them
Circumstances
gave us thin ice
and heavy skates
took our families and morphed them
into something horrific
Gave us cold nights
And thin blankets
no heat,
but rocket launchers
We have hearts that fed beatings
and eyes that can’t look away
and lots of time to think about it
We found the will to fight
so it gave us an enemy that can’t die
gave us eyes to read
letters of heartbreaking sorrow
Circumstances gave us rotting logs to make homes
then laughed a the tornadoes
taught us to count
so we’d know just how much we didn’t have
Circumstances took our food to make us weak
but we stayed strong
tried to ice out our hearts
but we stayed warm
Circumstances tried to plant seeds of fear
but we grew brave
and found the courage to love those
whom others couldn’t”
https://shttps://supportericking.org/2022/02/02/circumstances/

Community Calls for Action
Support our Freedom First Album: The First Album in History Created & Released by an Artist on Death Row,
Feat. 20 Jazz Musicians--- Freedom First the Album, Justice for Keith LaMar. Jan 19
“Cleveland-born scholar/poet/writer Keith LaMar is hard at work creating and performing new material for his
first album, FREEDOM FIRST... from his cell at the Ohio State Penitentiary! He has spent over 28 years in solitary
confinement on death row for a crime he didn’t commit, and is scheduled to be executed in less than two short
years, on November 16, 2023. Even as he continues the fight for his life, he calls this body of work his "last will
and testament." The DOUBLE album is both personal and provocative, shedding painful light on the soulmurdering effects of systemic racism and the carceral system in the US. Keith's message of love and hope even
from the darkest of places is one that every human being needs to hear. We have raised all the costs for
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recording, and now we need your help to be able to finish production..” For more info & to SUPPORT, see:
https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/freedom-first-the-album-justice-for-keith-lamar
Join Us: Defend Al-Naqab and Free Ahmad Sa'adat Jan 20
“ Emergency Rally for Al-Naqab Join Al-Awda NY on Thursday, January 20th, 4pm, at the Zionist National
Fund office, 42 E 69th St, NYC. Answer the call from Palestine to defend Al-Naqab. Al-Naqab accounts for 55%
of Palestinian land and is facing the escalated threat of zionist colonization & ethnic cleansing- by zionist
colonizing forces and aided by the JNF (zionist national fund.” “Just recently, zionist colonizing forces abducted
over 40 Palestinians who tried to protect their homes and lands from zionist invaders. Talib Sa’aydeh, a
Palestinian father of four, was one of many protesters targeted by colonizing forces who shot him in the skull,
leaving him in a coma. We join the call to
1. Mobilize in support of Al-Naqab and all of Palestine; 2. Demand State and Federal Authorities,
#ShutDownGenocide and racism by shutting down the #JNF and all zionist settler organizations;
3. Sanction "israel", zionist war crimes and settler organizations in the US and globally until the dismantlement
of the zionist colonization project;
4. Provide #Palestinians with all supplies needed to defend and preempt zionist violence!”
Source: Email.
Speak out to free Ahmad Sa’adat and all Palestinian Prisoners! Jan 22

“Saturday, 22 January, 2:00 pm, 7114 5th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY. Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/events/606999367027932/. Join our collective call for the freedom of Ahmad
Sa’adat and all Palestinian prisoners. Take action to escalate the boycott of Israel, end aid and support to Israel,
organize for justice in Palestine and resist imperialism and colonialism.” See https://samidoun.net/2022/01/22january-brooklyn-new-york-city-speak-out-to-free-ahmad-saadat-and-all-palestinian-prisoners/
Stand with Somaya! Jan 25
“The following call to action is supported by Samidoun Palestinian Prisoner Solidarity Network, the Palestinian
Youth Movement and Within Our Lifetime – United for Palestine. Please join us to take action and stand with
Somaya! Palestinian Ph.D. student, researcher and activist Somaya Falah is currently being held under house
arrest, banned from accessing electronics or the Internet, and subjected to repeated interrogations — all
because she is accused by Israeli occupation forces of communicating with Palestinians in diaspora about the
student movement. Somaya, a Palestinian citizen of Israel, is facing an all too common form of persecution
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targeting Palestinians in occupied Palestine ’48. On Tuesday, 25 January, the Haifa Magistrate’s Court extended
her house arrest for seven more days. She was interrogated once more for 10 hours on Monday, 24 January.
Her lawyer noted that there is no actual evidence or charges against her. Instead, this is part of the political
repression directed against Palestinians in occupied Palestine ‘48, which has escalated intensively since the
Palestinian upsurge of May 2021. We urge all supporters of Palestinian rights, and all Palestinians — wherever
you are — to stand with Somaya and demand an immediate end to the persecution of Palestinian connection
and communication!” For more info & to see list of actions see: https://samidoun.net/2022/01/we-supportsomaya-take-action-for-justice-for-palestinian-student-and-researcher-somaya-falah/
Muslim Ban, 5 Years Later Jan 27
“Today, January 27th marks five years since Donald Trump
first enacted the Muslim Ban. Thanks to your support,
Muslim Advocates and so many other groups from across
many communities banded together to fight back until the
ban was rescinded last year. However, that fight isn’t over
and we still need your help. Five years later, the Muslim Ban
still looms over American Muslims and a future president
could still revive it or enact other, similar bans. We can’t let
this happen and, thankfully, there’s a solution. Muslim
Advocates has successfully worked with members of
Congress like Sen. Chris Coons (D-CT) and Rep. Judy Chu (D-CA) to support the NO BAN Act, a bill that would
close dangerous loopholes in our immigration laws by preventing future presidents from enacting another
Muslim Ban or other immigration bans based on faith or nationality. Last year, a bipartisan House majority
passed the bill and now the U.S. Senate needs to pass it so that President Biden can sign it into law. This is
where your voice can help. We need you to click here and ask your senators to support the NO BAN Act. Over
41,000 people were banned between January 2017 and January 2021 until President Biden ended the Muslim
Ban. Countless more were impacted as families were separated, refugees were denied refuge and the mental
and physical toll of state-sanctioned racism wreaked havoc with American Muslims’ lives.
https://secure.everyaction.com/zu3PGnovN0W9ReSvy1VS7Q2
Bay Area Car Caravan: Hands Off Palestine! Jan 29
“Join us for a car caravan this Saturday, Jan. 29th, in SF to
mobilize in support of Palestinians who have been on the
forefront of confronting the Zionist entity’s continuous
onslaught of ethnic cleansing. Join us in asserting our
demands in support of Palestinian resistance! We are
showing up against the ongoing colonization, ethnic
cleansing, and settler expansions and for Palestinian
resistance, resilience, and liberation!
WE DEMAND:
-The end of the uprooting of Palestinians in Al Naqab
under the pretext of “forestation.”
-The end the Zionist regime’s demolitions of Palestinian
homes in Sheikh Jarrah, in Khalil, and across Palestine.
-Revocation of the charitable status of the Jewish
National Fund (JNF) and settler organizations, like MZ
Foundation in our own backyard, that get tax breaks for
funding violence and ethnic cleansing.
WHEN: Meeting and prep at 1 PM, 2 PM car caravan
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begins. WHERE: Crocker Amazon Park, 799 Moscow St, San Francisco, CA 94112.” REGISTER HERE:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd00kCVUZAnMTTSN9ClF65aFsKndDtszUODVGpq8YUNj6xrbQ/vie
wform
Urgent, Leonard Peltier has COVID! Sign the petition to help him!/Watch Live Stream Jan 30 & 31
“ACTION CALL! Elder Native activist Leonard Peltier's continued unjust imprisonment while positive for COVID19 is a death sentence. Demand his immediate release NOW! White House hotline: 202-456-1111-line open:
11-3 Tues-Thurs (eastern time). Emessage: www.whitehouse.gov/contact.” Source: Email. “The ANSWER
Coalition is helping distribute the petition of the International Leonard Peltier Defense Committee. We urge
everyone to sign and share! Leonard Peltier has COVID, 46 years in prison! Hospitalize and free him now!
Leonard Peltier is sick. He has COVID! We urge you to act now to save Leonard Peltier's life.
Leonard is still at Coleman I U.S. Federal Penitentiary. Leonard’s life is in danger due to his age and health
conditions! His supporters and family urgently ask you to sign our petition calling for his immediate transfer to a
medical hospital properly equipped for COVID treatment. We also call on President Joe Biden to grant Leonard
Peltier clemency immediately. JOIN US TO SAVE LEONARD PELTIER’S LIFE – PLEASE SIGN THE PETITION.
Transfer Leonard Peltier without delay to a hospital to receive treatment for COVID! President Joe Biden, Listen
to the people, grant Leonard Peltier clemency today! Every day that passes without Leonard treated in a
hospital endangers his life.” Sign here: https://www.change.org/p/joe-biden-leonard-peltier-has-covid-46years-in-prison-hospitalize-and-free-him-now ““We are calling for Leonard to be transferred to a hospital
immediately. He waited all day from 8:00 am on Friday when he told the authorities he was sick. He was not
tested for hours. It was only at 7:00 pm that he was told the test result was positive,” says Gokee. Roach says,
“It is unconscionable that Leonard Peltier and the other prisoners were not given the booster shot. We demand
that he be provided hospitalization to assure a higher chance of survival and recovery. Despite his eligibility for
COVID release due to the pandemic, we are alarmed that he could face a death sentence by the BOP’s
negligence. Leonard Peltier needs to be hospitalized, not just isolated in the prison.” There is a growing chorus
of voices calling on President Biden to free Mr. Peltier. On January 26, Brian Schatz, (D-Hawaii) Chair of the
Senate Indian Affairs Committee, wrote to President Biden, saying in part, “I write to urge you to grant a
commutation of Leonard Peltier’s sentence.”
James H. Reynolds, who was the prosecutor at Mr. Peltier’s trial, wrote Biden on July 9, 2021, “I write today
from a position rare for a former prosecutor: to beseech you to commute the sentence of a man who I helped
put behind bars. … I have realized that the prosecution and continued incarceration of Mr. Peltier was and is
unjust.” A national Change.org petition is calling for Leonard Peltier’s hospitalization and freedom:
Chng.it/xChWLc5vT6. The press conference will be livestreamed on the International Leonard Peltier Defense
Committee Facebook page. Please join us at 1pm on January 31st at the link below:
https://www.facebook.com/1525759891020315/posts/3055748038021485/”
Petition: Thousands of people will still be sent back to prison Feb 1
“We just found out that the Bureau of Prisons
is STILL planning to send thousands of people
back to prison when the pandemic is declared
over! We worked hard all of last year to push
the Biden Administration to rescind a Trumpera memo that said anyone who had been
released to finish their prison sentences on
home confinement because of COVID-19,
would be sent back. We rejoiced at the news
that this memo had been rescinded right
before the holidays as thousands of people
were able to celebrate with their families and friends without the impending doom of one day returning to
prison. But they wanted us to miss the fine print: Anyone on home confinement with “longer sentences” will in
fact be once again ripped from their families and society and sent back to a cage when the pandemic is
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declared over. The BOP hasn’t even defined what a “longer sentence” constitutes yet, so people are still left in
limbo about the fate of their future. It is both cruel and inhumane to send people back to prison after they’ve
already spent so much time safely and successfully at home: people have gotten new jobs, started school, been
helping to take care of family and loved ones. This is another example of why home confinement will never be
enough. We need clemency for all those on home confinement now.” Sign Here:
https://act.colorofchange.org/sign/clemency_for_4000_elders/
Rally: Free Leonard Peltier! Feb 7

Sign the Petition: https://www.change.org/p/joe-biden-leonard-peltier-has-covid-46-years-in-prisonhospitalize-and-free-him-now
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Samidoun: NYC: #BoycottPuma Speak Out Feb 12
“Saturday, 12 February, 3:00 pm. PUMA Flagship Store
609 5th Ave, NYC. Join us on Saturday, February 12th, outside
the PUMA Flagship store in Manhattan, as we demand that
PUMA ceases its sponsorship of the Israel Football Association.
This event is part of the international day of action to
#BoycottPUMA. In New York City, we stand in solidarity with
Palestinian football players and global sports justice activists
who have called on the company, which purports to follow a
human rights mandate, to end its support for Israeli colonialism
and apartheid.” See Facebook Event: https://www.facebook.com/events/898450857498907/
Philly Protest Car Caravan Feb 12

“Greetings, as you know, we have a crisis in the Philadelphia County Prisons... people are dying, being abused,
and tortured. While this crisis is being overlooked by city officials, however, we want the commissioner, the
mayor, district attorney's office, probation department, and the people who have allowed this to happen to
other human beings. Come stand with us on Feb. 12, 2022 @ 12:30... the Car Caravan will be meeting at Rhawn
and State Road.” Registration:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfVBek_hz0J5pimRrlNVSDPfbzQGjJC04oqB2LOcE7gHBN62Q/viewf
orm?usp=pp_url
ACTIONS: MXCC: Observing the 57th Anniversary of the Assassination of Malcolm X and More! Feb 14
“Greetings everyone and Free the Land!
We approach the 57th anniversary of Malcolm’s assassination with a lot! On Thursday, February 17th, I will be
participating in a roundtable observing the anniversary of the assassination hosted by the People’s
Organization for Progress. I am humbled to join Prof. Kelly Harris, chair of Seton Hall University’s Africana
Studies program, Prof. Todd Burroughs, co-editor of the hugely important A Lie of Invention: Correcting
Manning Marable’s Invention (Black Classic Press), and the hugely underappreciated Prof. William Sales,
author of the critically acclaimed From Civil Rights To Black Liberation: Malcolm X and The Organization of
AfroAmerican Unity (South End Press).The roundtable will be virtual and will begin at 7pm with their legendary
chairman Lawrence Hamm, moderating. It will be livestreamed on their Facebook page...
Saturday, February 19th is the 69th birthday of political prisoner Kamau Sadiki! Kamau is one of a number of our
political prisoners, not only wrongly held, but facing some very serious medical challenges, including Hepatitis
C, Sarcoidosis of the Liver and more! We will join the newly formed Free Kamau Sadiki Support Committee for
their benefit roundtable for our beloved Kamau! We are also doing 69 letters for Kamau to let him know that
he is loved and appreciated. We salute our comrade veteran Panther Brother Shep for putting that organizing
effort in play. Use this link to follow this important work (https://linktr.ee/FreeKamauSadiki)...
Much love to the Malcolm X Grassroots Movement for their Black Love Weekend tribute to Dr. Mutulu Shakur!
It was powerful! Mutulu is also fighting cancer! Go to their link for how you can follow up with your
support!...( https://linktr.ee/FreeMutuluNow)...
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The work of the Bring Sundiata Acoli Home Alliance has been busy. Lawyers were in court several weeks ago
fighting the Parole Board’s continued abuse. There is a petition and postcard campaign. We are seeking 25,000
signatures for the petition. We have just passed 20K...Jersey supporters, we really need you involved!...
100K Petition Signatures for Mr. Garvey! Painfully heralded as our first modern political prisoner, there is a
renewed campaign to have Marcus Garvey’s name cleared for his wrongful conviction back in 1923! Go
to http://justice4garvey.org/sign-the-petition and connect with the work and connect with the petition.
Seeking 100K Signatures for Black History Month...
Monday, February 21st is the 57th anniversary of the assassination of our Black Shining Prince. We will fall in on
our beloved sister Ilyasah Shabazz and the Shabazz Center for their annual virtual commemoration. It will be
livestreamed on their Youtube page at 6pm.
(https://theshabazzcenter.org/)...
On Saturday, February 26th, the Shabazz Center will also host a staged reading of the forgotten gem by James
Baldwin ‘One Day When I Was Lost’! That play was supposed to be adapted into a screenplay and then was
supposed to have become the epic biopic that would be done by Spike Lee. Jose Esquea is directing the
reading. ‘One Day’ is still in print. Get it. My first poetic libation was my creative response to ‘One Day.’ I am
honored to be opening for them...We say goodbye to an enormous Black woman who worked intimately with
Malcolm. She was the last living person to work with him in Africa...Alice Windom left us for the Land of the
Ancestors on February 10th!... Follow us on our Facebook page for even more!...
This goes out to you on February 14th, the day Malcolm endures his home being bombed! He would secure his
family and give us one of his most memorable presentations...His fabled ‘The Last Message’...We sign off with
that!..Graphics by former MXCC member Omar Shabazz... https://youtu.be/h5qiWR31Afc...
X as in Malcolm is the Answer! bro Zayid Muhammad” See https://www.mxcc519.org/
The New York Times Features Keith LaMar - Join Us to Spread the Word! Feb 14
“The New York Times published a terrific feature about Keith LaMar and his collaboration with Albert Marquès
and their Freedom First album on Sunday, February 13th, 2022. The story covers Keith's long fight for justice on
death row. Despite being denied a fair trial when prosecutors withheld key evidence, and enduring 29 years of
solitary confinement, Keith continues to fight - and he could not do this without you! Help us spread this
NYTimes piece across social media so we can reach the greatest number of people and make the biggest impact
with this feature!
Like, Comment, and Retweet this NYTimes tweet featuring Keith's article widely!! The more you share, the
more it can help us raise awareness! Use our Social Media Toolkit to reach out to politicians, journalists, and
other influential people and organizations who advocate for prison reform, wrongful conviction, and more to
let them know about Keith's fight. Help Like, Comment, and Retweet any of our posts from our Twitter,
Instagram, and Facebook pages! Remember to include our hashtag #justiceforkeithlamar across all platforms.
Our Ohioan friends, please share the news with your friends, your LOCAL journalists and representatives! It's
not too late to support our Freedom First album, covered by the NYTimes piece. It features collaborations with
many of jazz’ most incredible contemporary talents: Marc Ayza, Patricia Brennan. Milena Casado, Scott Colberg,
Erin Corine, Caroline Davis, Xavier Del Castillo, Manel Fortià, Nick Hakim, Brian Jackson, Keith LaMar, Albert
Marquès, Roy Nathanson, Adam O'Farrill, Arturo O'Farrill, Zack O'Farrill, Samora Pinderhughes, Bam Rodriguez,
Walter Stinson, and Salim Washington. With the album scheduled to drop on February 25, 2022, we are still
humbly accepting your generous donations on Indiegogo which will help us cover marketing and PR costs to
help elevate Keith's story.” See https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/11/arts/music/keith-lamar-death-rowfreedom-first.html?smtyp=cur&smid=tw-nytimes TOOLKIT:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aHAITvMMTOWtRzRTv_NPJwPvE-NXueZr/view?ts=620a666e
No More Stolen Sisters—Stop Line 5! Feb 14
“Today, February 14th, we honor missing and murdered Indigenous women, girls, and two-spirit people, and
recommit to stopping this chronic epidemic. Deeply rooted in white supremacy, specifically anti-Indigenous
racism, intertwined with misogyny and capitalism, these ongoing tragedies are directly linked to extractive
industry “man camps” for oil, gas and mining. Ending the extraction economy — whether it’s stopping pipelines
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like Line 3 and Line 5, or ending massive corporate logging and mining projects — means protecting Indigenous
women, girls, and two-spirit people from abduction, trafficking and murder, as well as poisoned water, cultural
genocide, and climate chaos. Like Line 3, Enbridge’s Line 5 must be removed, not rerouted. Wisconsin’s
Department of Natural Resources (DNR) recently reported Line 5 comments from supporters outnumbered
those opposed by 3:1, with over 3,800 comments urging the DNR to move forward with the project. Most of
these were postcards provided by Enbridge. We can harness the power of our Line 3 experience to #RejectLine5!
By March 18 - Submit a written comment to DNR - here’s a toolkit:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wTfT4fB91Cf2jWWFXoVJo_DXYZ54ZZOkRFDxQ11g3LY/edit and action
pages https://madison-350.salsalabs.org/WIDNRdEIScommentform/index.html” For more info
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sn03vAy5sdo
Leonard Peltier’s Walk to Justice Sept 1-Nov 1st 2022

Sign the Petition: https://www.change.org/p/joe-biden-leonard-peltier-has-covid-46-years-in-prisonhospitalize-and-free-him-now
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(Ongoing Calls for Action)
FREE ED POINDEXTER FROM PRISON-NOW! (ongoing)
”Ed Poindexter is a US political prisoner, and member of
the Omaha Two. Ed has been incarcerated since 1970 for
a crime he did not commit-- because of his leadership of
the local arm of the Black Panther Party. Ed is currently
wheelchair bound and on dialysis but has never stop
struggling for the wellbeing of his people. Ed has earned
several college degrees, wrote courses for, and taught
anti-violence classes to youth, and served as a role
model to other prisoners. At age 75, he is at high risk for
COVID related health complications. Ed’s birthday is Nov
1st. PLEASE send Ed a Birthday card. Send a card or write to Ed in 20 inch font: Ed Poindexter #27767-Nebraska State Penitentiary, P.O. Box 2500, Lincoln, NE 68542 And Remember to Free the Land.” PETITION:
https://www.change.org/p/nebraska-board-of-pardons-free-ed-poindexter-from-prison-now
Bring Imam Jamil Home In The Next 6-12 Months! organized by Kairi Al-Amin (Ongoing)
”As-Salaamu Alaikum, For 20+ years we’ve been fighting
not just for the freedom of my father, H. Rap
Brown/Imam Jamil, but also to prove his innocence. My
Name is Kairi Al-Amin, son of Imam Jamil Al-Amin and
before we go any further, on behalf of myself, my father
and my family I would just like “As-Salaamu Alaikum, For
20+ years we’ve been fighting not just for the freedom of
my father, H. Rap Brown/Imam Jamil, but also to prove his
innocence. A video of the actual perpetrator confessing
under oath to the murder my father is currently serving
life in prison for.” Watch The Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uWXNr1BaI88&feature=youtu.be
For full petition see: https://www.change.org/p/fulton-county-district-attorney-paul-howard-new-trial-forimam-jamil-al-amin-fka-h-rap-brown/u/27297316
Mutulu Shakur: Support Parole and Compassionate Release for Dr. Mutulu Shakur (ongoing)
“ Dr. Mutulu Shakur is a political prisoner, sentenced to 60 years in prison
because of actions motivated by his political beliefs. He was targeted and
victimized by the FBI’s now-infamous Counter-Intelligence Program
(COINTELPRO) as early as 1968. Dr. Shakur has served over 30 years in
prison, and is currently suffering from multiple myeloma (advanced bone
marrow cancer). He has been denied parole 9 times and was recently
denied a compassionate release. Friends and Family of Dr. Mutulu Shakur
has started a new campaign seeking Mutulu’s release by President Biden.
We will be submitting a legal clemency petition to the President on
Mutulu’s behalf, and this public petition is an important part of the
campaign. We want to show the President that Mutulu has community —
friends, family, and supporters — who will welcome him home. Please
sign the new petition for Mutulu’s release via Presidential clemency.” See
https://campaigns.organizefor.org/petitions/grant-clemency-for-dr-mutulu-shakur-a-father-grandfather-healerhuman-rights-activist
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Online Fundraiser for Joy Powell (ongoing)
“Joy’s family recently covered some legal
expenses in order to proceed to the next step
in appealing her wrongful conviction. The
online fundraiser is to cover these costs as
well as any future costs for her support. We
are still seeking options for pro bono counsel
to keep these costs as low as possible, but
even with pro bono representation there will
be filing fees, legal visit costs, etc. Every dollar
truly counts, and Joy is very appreciative of
everyone’s support. The link for the
fundraising page
ishttps://fundrazr.com/freejoypowell, and we have added a link to her website at
https://www.freejoypowell.org/support/. Don’t hesitate to let us know if there are any questions and THANK
YOU for helping spread the word about this important step to secure Joy’s freedom. -Philly ABC and NYC Jericho”
Release or Home Confinement for Dr. Aafia Siddiqui (Ongoing)
“The 48-year old Dr. Siddiqui has been
imprisoned since she was 31. She has been in
very poor health for much of this time, including
appearing in a wheel chair at her New York trial,
due to the extremely harsh—some would say
unlawful—conditions of her capture as well as
her incarceration. She is clearly at grave risk
from COVID-19.” See
https://www.change.org/p/donald-j-trumprelease-or-home-confinement-for-dr-aafiasiddiqui-from-coronavirus-infected-prison (Photo
from https://www.change.org/p/donald-j-trump-releaseor-home-confinement-for-dr-aafia-siddiqui-fromcoronavirus-infected-prison)

The Freedom Campaign for Sundiata Acoli (Ongoing)
“Acoli has been consistently denied parole for more than twenty-five of
those years, going all the way back to 1994. The Sundiata Acoli Freedom
Campaign (SAFC) is the largest coordinated campaign to free Acoli since his
incarceration and follows years of behind-the-scenes advocacy and legal
filings. We are calling on allied organizations and institutions to support
Sundiata by signing and sharing this petition. We welcome collaborations
and partnerships to help secure Sundiata’s release. Sundiata’s life depends
on us. We must #BringSundiataHome now!” Please sign here:
https://campaigns.organizefor.org/petitions/bring-sundiata-home
For more information visit our Facebook page or email
Sundiataacolifc@gmail.com.” See: “The Freedom Campaign for Sundiata
Acoli with Soffiyah Elijah” here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UPUb7RO3pisSoffiyah&feature=youtu.be
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Free Leonard Peltier! (Ongoing)
“At Peltier’s request, lawyers will be working to get him
transferred closer to his family on the Turtle Mountain
Reservation in North Dakota. Second, his legal team will
continue to work on a possible parole hearing for early
summer. Third, the attorney in Peltier’s first-amendment
case in Seattle, Wash., is prepared for trial this summer.
Despite strong support by former U.S. Attorney James
Reynolds, 55 members of Congress and international
dignitaries including Bishop Desmond Tutu, the U.S.
government refuses to release Peltier, whose health is
rapidly failing after more than four decades of
incarceration. To make a donation to Peltier’s legal effort
and to support his campaign for freedom, please go to the ILPDC FB Page (facebook.com/PeltierHQ/) and
fundraiser (tinyurl.com/yxtkb77a) This is the year to free Leonard Peltier!” See
https://fundrazr.com/e1lwxe?ref=ab_39woXa_ab_0RczzOepD4l0RczzOepD4l
Free Ruchell Magee! (Ongoing)
“WORDS FROM RUCHELL & ANNOUNCEMENT
FROM THE COALITION” “Ruchell wanted to
share some words to those of us on the
outside: “I’m still fighting to get the truth to
the real people, who want growth in the
human race! Truth is the right medicine. We
must fight to WIN!” On July 15, 2021, Ruchell
“Cinque” Magee was denied parole for the
13th time. This December will mark 40 years
since his first parole suitability hearing on
December 17, 1981. Ruchell, who is currently
82-years-old and has been incarcerated for 58
years, will not be eligible for parole again until July 2024. The parole board’s decision to delay any chance of
parole until after Ruchell’s 85th birthday is shameful. Cinque is continuing the fight, and so must we. We are
encouraging everyone who supports Ruchell to sign and share our petitions (bit.ly/freeruchell +
bit.ly/write4ruchell). TAKE ACTION! NEW: SIGN THE PETITION to Free Ruchell Magee: https://bit.ly/freeruchell
NEW: WRITE THE GOVERNOR’S OFFICE Requesting Commutation: https://bit.ly/write4ruchell”
MULTIPLE ACTIONS & RESOURCES: Take Action to Free Political Prisoners (Ongoing)
“Please go to this Linktr.ee to take ACTION for elder U.S.
held Political Prisoners and Prisoners of War. There are
links to a lot of information, but first are action items. I
urge you to sign the petitions, write emails, make calls, and
spread this Linktr.ee around! (Even if you think you've
signed or called or written before, it won't hurt to do it
again!). Use and share the below link or QR code. Thank
You. ~Created by Verbena from the NLG in Detroit. FREE
THEM ALL https://linktr.ee/PoliticalPrisoners
Support SF Bay View -PLEASE DONATE NOW (ongoing)
“The San Francisco Bay View National Black Newspaper is doing a fundraiser to keep Black media alive and keep
our voices loud! Read and learn: www.sfbayview.com. Without Black media, there is no learning the depth and
breadth of Black history to lead the charge forward to dismantling systems of oppression and envisioning what
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can take its place. Without funding, there is no Black media. We want to make sure you can get those tax
deductions, so mark your donation as for our nonprofit organization HRIN and we will send you a donation
acknowledgment letter. We need your help to make sure the voices of the people are heard and media stays
independent! DONATE TODAY! Learn about us and the work we do at www.sfbayview.com.” See
https://www.gofundme.com/f/fundraiser-for-the-bay-view-newspaper
Support the Black Panther Black Panther Party Alumni Legacy Network! (Ongoing)

“The Black Panther Party Alumni Legacy Network is composed of original Black Panther Party members and
other passionate individuals, elected official’s community organizations, educational institutions, and
community-oriented businesses that not only have their own
well-being at heart but also have a passion for every member of
the community to live long prosper and grow educationally,
socially, and economically from generation to generation.
Together we embrace the legacy of the 65 documented social
service programs created and implemented by original Black
Panther Party members that grew out of the 10-point platform
and program of the Party. Now is the time to come together to
use our knowledge and collective resources to lay the foundation
for self-determination and generational prosperity that will only
be established thru our efforts. JOIN US! See bppaln.org.” “In a
historic rare collaboration, Destroy Art Inc. is granted access to
sell Black Panther merchandise by artist John Yates aka
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Stealworks. 50% of all sales is donated back to the Black Panther Alumni Legacy Network. To purchase the All
Power to the People collection and support the Black Panther Alumni Legacy Network go to:
https://ap2tp.bigcartel.com/. (Photo’s retrieved from https://bppaln.org).

Community Events & Resources
(January 15-February 15, 2022)
Two VERY Powerful Radio Shows (Dec 2021)
1. WRFG (Atlanta) radio: Just Peace with Heather Gray, 13 December 2021, interview with Matt Meyer,
https://www.mixcloud.com/WRFG/public-affairs-just-peace-heather-gray-13-december-2021/
2. WBAI Radio (NYC) and video: Education at the Crossroads with Basir Mchawi, 3 February 2022, interview
with Jalil Muntaqim, dequi kioni-sadiki, and Matt Meyer,
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?ref=watch_permalink&v=358143016156044
Webinar - The Palestinian Cause, the Prisoners' Movement and the Case of Ahmad Sa'adat Jan 16
“The week of action marks the 20th
anniversary of Sa'adat's arrest and
imprisonment by the Palestinian
Authority -- and his current
imprisonment by the Israeli
occupation. Today, Georges
Abdallah, Lebanese struggler for
Palestine in French jails for the past
37 years, sent a powerful message of
solidarity and a call to action.
Learn more about Sa'adat's case
and the leading role of the
Palestinian prisoners in the
resistance and revolution for the
liberation of Palestine with this
webinar on Sunday, January 16 at 12
pm Pacific, 3 pm Eastern, 9 pm
central Europe and 10 pm Palestine.
Please invite your colleagues, friends
and family to join us and share the
event on social media. Join the
webinar for the week of action to
free Ahmad Sa’adat and all
Palestinian prisoners. Sunday,
January 16, 12 pm Pacific – 3 pm
Eastern – 9 pm Europe –10 pm Palestine. Register to attend on Zoom: https://bit.ly/saadatevent
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/events/1373940159708393 Hear from: SAMIDOUN NETWORK on the
struggle of Palestinian prisoners KHALED BARAKAT, Palestinian writer and activist. This webinar will take place
in English with French translation. Ahmad Sa’adat is the imprisoned General Secretary of the Popular Front for
the Liberation of Palestine, a Palestinian national liberation movement leader and a symbol of the international
left and revolutionary movements.” See https://www.facebook.com/events/1373940159708393
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FREE EM' ALL... THIS WEEKS MONDAY & SATURDAY VIRTUAL EVENTS IN SUPPORT OF OUR FREEDOM
FIGHTERS STILL HELD CAPTIVE BY THE U.S. GOVERNMENT Jan 17

“The Safiya Asya "B.J." Bukhari - Albert Nuh Washington Foundation "For The Families, Projects, Health and
Legal Campaigns Of U.S. Held Political Prisoners/POW's & Exiles FREE EM' ALL UPDATE: Monday, January 17,
2022
1) MONDAY, JANUARY 17, 2022 @ 5:00 PM - 6:00 PM (EST) Join The Maroon Liberation Party To Review The
Work In 2021 & Looking "Which Way Forward" To Free All U.S. Held Political Prisoners In 2022Online event:
bitly.com/maroonstream. This will be a short rEvolutionary commercial break to announce some new
happenings being set forth and recaps of last year. So don't be late (45min-60min) celebrating a year's work,
organizing a year forward. an international conversation/plan featuring Maroon supporters and organizations
doing work FREE ALL POLITICAL PRISONERS. Introducing the work ahead with the launch of the Free Baba
Kamau Sadiki NOW campaign by his family, friends & comrades brief report for various organizations 3 to 5min
highlighting their work in 2021 and the work ahead in 2022. Jan 17th 2022. The Dragon and the Hydra Victory Is
Certain 5pm - 6pm (EST) presented by the maroon party for liberation. linktr.ee/maroonparty
bitly.com/maroonstream here are the event details: https://maroonparty.com/maroon-stream (for event
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details on our homepage) https://fb.me/e/53BVgguO9 (details on book of faces) bitly.com/maroonstream (link
for day of event to join us) https://linktr.ee/maroonparty (all maroon party links in one place)” Source: Email.
[WBAI Fightback] Building Bridges radio special, WBAI, 99.5 FM NY, 1/17, 7 - 10 pm EST: The Revolutionary
Martin Luther King, Jr. Jan 17
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IFCO: Webinar: Internationalism, Black Liberation, Cuba, and MLK's Legacy Jan 20
“In 2022, SVA will host a year-long webinar series aimed
at sharing perspectives from movements for change in
the US and Global South. Through these conversations,
we will discuss challenges and opportunities, ground our
understanding of historic and current conditions, explore
strategies, and put forward bold visions for
transformation and to build people’s power. We hope
these exchanges will plant powerful seeds for frontline
organizing. Our first webinar in this series is coming up on
Thursday, January 20, at 1pm eastern - Internationalism,
Black Liberation, Cuba, and MLK's Legacy. On this webinar,
we'll hear from:
Gail Walker - IFCO/Pastors for Peace Executive Director,
Joshua Vincent - Southern Vision Alliance Executive
Director, Wesley Morris - Former Venceremos Brigade
Coordinator, Beau Cromartie - 2021 Cuba Caravan
participant, Salifu Mack - 2021 Cuba Caravan participant,
Shaquille Fontenot - 2021 Cuba Caravan participant.”
Please register here: https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Ebfsn9y_RNOrigU8M4dEkg
Hear the experience of Cuba! Jan 21

“Click the link below to register for the Zoom
event on January 21st at 7pm ET.”

https://us06web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZwocuivqT0sGtK3BGuHjsIlTC1RxaqMMDR6
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New Tupac Shakur exhibit, ‘Wake Me When I’m Free,’ looks at the revolution that created the revolutionary
Jan 21
“Taking a virtual tour of Wake Me When I’m Free, an interactive exhibit on Tupac Shakur that opens Friday in
Los Angeles, I couldn’t stop thinking about an interview Shakur gave to BET’s Ed Gordon a month before he was
shot multiple times at New York’s Quad Studios and convicted of sexual assault the following day.
“If I can’t live free — if I can’t live with the same respect as the next man — I don’t wanna be here. Because
God has cursed me to see what life should be like,” he said in October 1994. “Just because I don’t have nothing
to pass around to let people put money in the bucket doesn’t mean I ain’t doing God’s work. These ghetto kids
ain’t God’s children? ’Cause I don’t see no missionaries coming through there. I’m doing God’s work.”
Two years later, Shakur, only 25, would die in a drive-by shooting in Las Vegas. Since then, the legacy of one of
rap’s foremost artists rested largely in the hands of Afeni Shakur, Shakur’s mother. She was deeply involved
when conversations began six years ago about an exhibit to examine the meaning of his art and his activism —
how he was “doing God’s work.” “The goal, Saxe said, was not to create merely a “hip-hop exhibit.” The
trajectory of Shakur’s musical career is well known. While Wake Me When I’m Free explores Shakur’s time in
the studio, the works he produced and the controversy they courted, its true intention is peeling back the layers
on his early life and its revolutionary roots.
One of the first images that visitors will see when they enter The Canvas, the venue housing the 25,000-squarefoot exhibit in the LA Live district, is a 12-by-8-foot image of Nefertiti. Shakur had it tattooed on his chest in
honor of his mother and all that he thought the symbol of strong Black women represented. Across the lobby
are examples of his other tattoos. For instance, “50 N—az” referred to Shakur’s belief that if one Black person
from every state joined with him that he, and Black folks as a whole, would be stronger than an AK-47. His most
well-known tattoo, “THUG LIFE,” inked on his stomach, was an acronym for “The Hate U Give Little Infants F—
Everybody.”
Every 15 minutes or so, visitors can expect a large rose to appear on a wall and a door will open leading them
into the next room. The sound of gunshots and police sirens ripple across the room as wall-to-wall screens
rotate images of what Shakur saw and read with his own eyes. A 3½-minute video, narrated by Shakur himself,
appears on every screen in the room. Images of Black people hung from trees, police brutality and other
examples of American injustice to Black bodies accompany his words…” See
https://theundefeated.com/features/new-tupac-shakur-exhibit-wake-me-when-im-free-looks-at-therevolution-that-created-the-revolutionary/
Ralph Poynter: What's Happening BlogTalkRadio Tuesday, January 25, 2022 Call in 1 (347) 857-3293 @ 9-10
pm ET Jan 25
“Tuesday, January 25, 2022 -Call in 1 (347) 857-3293 @ 9-10 pm ET. Program Theme-Don't look up. You might
just notice what they're doing to Julian Assange, what they are doing to ALL POLITICAL PRISONERS, what they
are doing to us
1 NEWS ANALYSIS - An anatomy of oppression requires an anatomy of colonialism/imperialism i.e. An anatomy
of the American Capitalist System: Ralph Poynter, Tom Siracuse, Joel Meyers, Gwen Goodwin, Nellie Hester
Bailey, Gil Obler, Henry Hagin, Dolores Cox2. UPDATES -- Political Prisoner Death Camps - Anne Lamb-NYC Jericho
3. Liberation Poetry: Prof. Louis & NZINGA ~ in remembrance of Sister Lynne”
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What’s Happening with Ralph Poynter and Betty Davis: WBAI 99.5 fm - Wed. Jan. 26- 8pm EST Jan 26

Video: Solidarity with Olivia Zémor, Free Georges Abdallah || Boycott TEVA, Support Struggles for Palestine
in France Jan 27
“There are two important cases in France for the Palestine movement that will be heard on Thursday, 27
January. Samidoun Palestinian Prisoner Solidarity Network released this international video to support Georges
Abdallah and Olivia Zémor, and to express our global solidarity with their ongoing struggles for justice and a
liberated Palestine.” See https://samidoun.net/2022/01/video-solidarity-with-olivia-zemor-free-georgesabdallah-boycott-teva-support-struggles-for-palestine-in-france/
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Memorial for Bo Brown on Friday, January 28
Memorial for Bo Brown
“WHAT: Memorial WHEN: 6:00pm, Friday, January 28th WHERE:
bobrownmemorial@gmail.com for registration. COST: FREE
If you did not know already, Bo Brown passed in late October and there is
an upcoming virtual memorial on Friday, January 28th from 6pm to
8:30pm. If you hadn’t heard, apologies for this sad news. Bo passed on a
Sunday morning while at home with Etang and was cremated. She died
unexpectedly on October 24, 2021 of complications from dementia. Bo’s
passing was sudden and quick after years of progressive impairment and
brutal deterioration to her full self. Etang has had the love of friends and
family in this hard time.
If you would like to attend the online celebration of Bo’s extraordinary life,
please respond to bobrownmemorial@gmail.com to register. The private
link for the gathering will be shared with folks the day of the event.”
Bo Brown: Rest In Power
Josh MacPhee
“We lost on of the most open-hearted, honest, hard-working, and hard-loving revolutionaries I’ve ever known.
Bo was always available for advice and discussion when I was finding my feet as a 20-something anti-prison
activist and abolitionist in the mid-1990s. I made this poster to honor her, please feel free to spread it around,
and use it to help her family raise funds for her memorial costs, support for her partner Etang, and continuing
the work that Bo dedicated her life to. Send support HERE. Learn more about Bo by watching Julie Perini’s
excellent short documentary HERE, or reading Daniel Burton-Rose’s book Guerrilla USA: The George Jackson
Brigade and the Anticapitalist Underground of the 1970s.” Source: Email.

Travel to Puerto Rico with the Blanca Canales Brigade! Jan 29
“Free · 715 West 179th Street, New York, 10033, US. Travel to
Puerto Rico with the Blanca Canales Brigade: Come to our 1st
Information Session of the year. The Blanca Canales Brigade (La
Brigada Blanca Canales) is an Anti-Colonial/Pro-Puerto Rican
Independence educational project that seeks to expose the colonial
relationship between Puerto Rico and United States of America by
taking Puerto Ricans and our allies to Puerto Rico to see colonialism
for themselves.
While in Puerto Rico, brigade members will meet with
Independence leaders, visit historical sites, and work on a
community project that serves the needs of working people.
Brigade members will document their experience and create a
multi-media presentation on their return to the United States.
Come to our 1st Information Session of the year. Wear a mask and
bring proof of vaccination. BE AWARE THAT THIS EVENT MIGHT
BECOME A ZOOM MEETING. PLEASE FILL OUT CONTACT INFORMATION ACCURATELY, IF WE MUST CONTACT
YOU.” See https://www.facebook.com/events/443972477208921 The ProLibertad Freedom Campaign
www.ProLibertad.org ProLibertad@hotmail.com Facebook.com/ProLibertadFC
Twitter: @ProLibertad Instagram: @ProLibertadFC ProLibertadTV/YouTube Channel
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International Workers’ Action –Free Mumia Abu-Jamal and All Anti-Racist and Anti-Imperialist Freedom
Fighters! Feb 1

“International Webinar — February 1, 2022. Answering the call to action from the 338,000 members of the
National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa (NUMSA) for an international campaign to free Mumia AbuJamal, labor organizations, political and social justice activists as well as prominent individuals from around the
world will assemble on February 1, 2022, for an online, global forum to demand:
For International Workers Action—
Free Mumia Abu-Jamal and All Anti-Racist and Anti-Imperialist Freedom Fighters! Register: https://bit.ly/iwa2022. 1:00pm SF, 4:00pm NYC, 6:00pm Rio de Janeiro, 9:00pm London, 11:00pm Johannesburg, 6:00am Tokyo.
Recent Organizational Endorsers Include: Alameda Labor Council, UNITE (UK), Alameda County Council Green
Party, Democracia Socialista de Puerto Rico, National Alumni Association of the Black Panther Party, Oscar Grant
Committee against Police Brutality and State Repression, San Francisco Bay Area IWW General Membership
Branch, Additional Speakers: Gloria LaRiva, Party of Socialism and Liberation (PSL); Clarence Thomas, retired
Secretary-Treasurer, ILWU, Local 10*, Co-founder of the Million Worker March
(* Indicates "For Identification Purposes only). Endorse Here: https://forms.gle/ijBocFw5zBx6AP28A
https://www.facebook.com/IWAFAPP/ InternationalWorkersAction@gmail.com
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“International Webinar — February 1, 2022. Register: https://bit.ly/iwa-2022. 1:00pm SF, 4:00pm NYC, 6:00pm
Rio de Janeiro, 9:00pm London, 11:00pm Johannesburg, 6:00am Tokyo. Endorse:
https://forms.gle/ijBocFw5zBx6AP28A Recent Organizational Endorsers Include: Alameda Labor Council, UNITE
(UK), Alameda County Council Green Party, Democracia Socialista de Puerto Rico, National Alumni Association
of the Black Panther Party, Oscar Grant Committee against Police Brutality and State Repression, San Francisco
Bay Area IWW General Membership Branch, Additional Speakers: Gloria LaRiva, Party of Socialism and
Liberation (PSL); Clarence Thomas, retired Secretary-Treasurer, ILWU, Local 10*, Co-founder of the Million
Worker March (* Indicates "For Identification Purposes only). https://www.facebook.com/IWAFAPP/
InternationalWorkersAction@gmail.com.” Source: Email.
Ralph Poynter: What's Happening BlogTalkRadio Tuesday, February 1, 2022 -Call in 1 (347) 857-3293 @ 9-10
pm ET. Feb 1
“Program Theme-The Gulino v Board of Education Litigation Will Cost NYC $Billions in Payouts To Plaintiffs--THE
PROGRESSIVE ACTION CAUCUS/UFT vs. The NYC. Bd of Ed & WON..........ARE YOU ELIGIBLE?
1 NEWS ANALYSIS - An anatomy of oppression requires an anatomy of colonialism/imperialism i.e. An anatomy
of the American Capitalist System: Ralph Poynter, Tom Siracuse, Joel Meyers, Gwen Goodwin, Nellie Hester
Bailey, Gil Obler, Henry Hagin, Dolores Cox
2. UPDATES -- Political Prisoner Death Camps - Anne Lamb-NYC Jericho
3. Liberation Poetry: Prof. Louis & NZINGA ~ in remembrance of Sister Lynne---”
WHAT’S HAPPENING: PROF. OSAZE : THE AFRICAN ORIGINS OF CIVILIZATION Feb 2
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The February bundle of books for NYC Books through Bars have launched! Feb 2
“Censor's Bundle: Maus, The
Bluest Eye & An Indigenous
Peoples' History of the United
States. 3 books for $30.
Following January's campaign
(collecting 450 books!) that mixed
astrology with social justice,
graphic fiction with women's
history, and witches with
vampires, we take on the thorny
topic of censorship. Lately, school
boards across the country have
taken an active stance against
classic works of literature as well
as contemporary social
examinations that might scandalize our youth. While many prison systems also have a heavy hand when it
comes to banning books, these examples have escaped their suppression. The three we are including have been
in the news of late: Maus--Art Spiegelman's wrenching graphic novel about the Holocaust--recently removed
from the 8th grade curriculum of Tennessee's McMinn County School; The Bluest Eye--Toni Morrison's brutally
honest novel of the psychological toll of racism--stripped from the libraries in Missouri's Wentzville School
District; and An Indigenous Peoples' History of the United States--Roxanne Dunbar Ortiz's alternative reframing
of the American narrative--one of over 800 books selected by Texas state representative Matt Krause in a witch
hunt to purge books from schools that might generate "discomfort, guilt, anguish, or any other form of
psychological distress. Please note that these books will be sent to NYC Books Through Bars to fulfill requests
from incarcerated readers at prisons nationwide.”
Order at freebirdbooks.com/shop.html.”
Twin Cities IWOC: Video: COVID Crisis in MN's Prisons (Virtual Press Conference) Feb 2
“Despite a COVID crisis of epic proportions -- 20% of all prisoners in Minnesota currently have the disease -- the
Governor and Commissioner have used only 13% of their power to release low risk people to appropriate
medical and work settings. Nor has Commissioner Schnell fulfilled his promise of 1600 medical releases made
as the pandemic began in March 2020. No new laws are needed to address this crisis, only the crisis in
leadership. Those incarcerated, prison staff, and all our families need action, now.
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cVVepV6umHc
Slideshow: https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ug7gx5HqgF5ZYvnWtuUBPrgIQuC0-o6Rn_n15jL9mE/edit?usp=sharing Petition: tinyurl.com/doccovidcrisis Twin Cities Incarcerated Workers Organizing
Committee can be reached at tc.iwoc@gmail.com, 612-405-0347, or facebook.com/tciwoc.” Source: Email
IWOC: COVID Chaos in MN's Prisons: Virtual Press Conf, Weds 10am Feb 2
“Virtual Press Conference: COVID Chaos in Minnesota's Prisons. Wednesday, February 2nd, 10-11am
Despite big promises, an understaffing crisis, and a recent 13th death inside prison walls, Governor Walz and
DOC Commissioner Schnell have only used 13% of their legal authority to move low risk prisoners to
appropriate medical settings and successful crime-reducing programs.
With 20% of prisoners currently infected with COVID two years into the pandemic, an uptick in guard brutality
and inmate suicide, a year and a half after the murder of George Floyd, now is the time to shine a light on the
conditions behind bars in Minnesota. Featuring powerful research, exclusive inmate testimony and first hand
stories, join ex-incarcerated and family members of the Twin Cities Incarcerated Workers Organizing
Committee to discuss what's really going on in Minnesota's prisons and what the public needs to know.” See
https://umn.zoom.us/j/93124678565 or call: 651 372 8299, ID: 931 2467 8565
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Webinar: The War on Drugs Meets the War on Terror Feb 3
“The War on Drugs Meets the War on Terror.
For 20 years of the War on Terror, the FBI
has been creating and foiling its own plots,
resulting in innocent people going to prison
for decades.
Was this technique perfected in the War on
Drugs? Join us in our first webinar in 2022
for the answer to this question! In addition
to a discussion of entrapment targeting
Muslims, we'll look at "stash house" stings
which have disproportionately targeted
Black people for decades.
Our guests include Mike German (Former
FBI agent and whistleblower), Fahd Ahmed
(Ex. Dir. of DRUM), Erica Zunkel (Clinical
Professor of Law at the University of
Chicago) and Beverley Carradice-Henry
(whose grandson is an entrapment victim
and political prisoner.)
Thursday, February 3 at 7:00 PM ET. Register
on Zoom at https://bit.ly/wodmeetswot or
watch live on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/civilfreedoms/live”
Panel–Reviving the Black Cooperative Intentional Community Movement Feb 4

(Photo retrieved from: https://www.facebook.com/events/302484791893222?ref=newsfeed)

“Join us for a panel discussion with African Indigenous Diaspora to learn about the reality of Black-led and
women-led intentional communities, as well as an opportunity to respond with collective action. In this 90minute panel, you will learn about a variety of global African diasporic intentional communities, and the
challenges they face, through the Black people leading them. This panel discussion will address the following:
What have been some obstacles encountered as black intentional communities? How have white intentional
communities been in support or otherwise? How can the larger intentional communities movement support
black intentional communities? Advice for black intentional communities forming within the US. There will be
some space for naming how these impacts all land movements and an opportunity to co-create shared action
plans for moving forward based on what we’ve discussed.
During this panel you will gain: For Western audience members, a shift in perception toward more inclusivity
of African and Indigenous perspectives. A broader understanding of what it means to be an intentional
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community. An opportunity to understand how our panel has experienced community in the context issues
that deeply impact BIPOC individuals. Solidarity with our panel and a commitment to meet the needs of BIPOC
in community. Actionable steps you can take to make a difference. Date: February 4. Time: 7-8:30pm ET (see
your local time). Please include the name of the event you’d like to attend.” For more info see:
https://www.facebook.com/events/302484791893222?ref=newsfeed and register here:
https://www.ic.org/event/reviving-black-ics-panel/
Very Important program featuring The Town Crier: Raymond Nat Turner ... Glen Ford Show to be broadcast
Feb 7
“Law And Disorder Radio is broadcasting the show that we recorded for WBAI on our 139 affiliated stations the
week of February 7th. It will be up online at: lawanddisorder.org.” “Glen Ford died of lung cancer last summer in
July at the age of 71. Cornell West wrote that “He was the most brilliant, courageous, and consistent writer and
journalist in the Black radical and independent tradition of his generation.” Of himself Glen said “I am a Black
nationalist and a socialist.“ He had been executive editor of the Black Agenda Report, which he helped found in
2006. Today on Law And Disorder we speak with three people closest to Glen Ford. We have his daughter Tonya
Rutherford, Margaret Kimberley and Ajamu Baraka. Just before he died Glen was able to complete the
manuscript for “The Black Agenda”. The book is available from OR Books. Margaret Kimberly worked with Glen.
She wrote the introduction to his book and is now the Managing Editor of Black Agenda Report. Glen was her
mentor and teacher. Ajamu Baraka is an editor and frequent contributor to BAR. He is the Executive Director of
the Black Alliance for Peace. He ran as the Green Party candidate for vice president in 2016. Raymond Nat
Turner is the poet in residence at BAR.” Source: Email.
Ralph Poynter: What's Happening BlogTalkRadio Tuesday, February 8, 2022 Call in 1 (347) 857-3293 @ 9-10
pm ET Feb 8
“TODAY'S --Program Theme: Biden's Ukrainian Adventures
1 NEWS ANALYSIS - An anatomy of oppression requires an anatomy of colonialism/imperialism i.e. An anatomy
of the American Capitalist System: Ralph Poynter, Tom Siracuse, Joel Meyers, Gwen Goodwin, Nellie Hester
Bailey, Gil Obler, Henry Hagin, Dolores Cox2. UPDATES -- Political Prisoner Death Camps - Anne Lamb-NYC Jericho
3. Liberation Poetry: Prof. Louis & NZINGA ~ in remembrance of Sister Lynne---"
RAPP Campaign: SAVE THE DATE: Next Parole Justice Virtual Advocacy Day is February 8
“Parole Justice is Racial Justice: Join Our Next Virtual
Advocacy Day on February 8th. Thank you for joining us for
our first advocacy day of the year! We had over 700 people
sign up for the day to show their support for the passage of
the Elder Parole and Fair & Timely Parole bills. Read recent
press coverage of the bills here, here, here, and here. We
made progress and got more support at our last advocacy day
and need to continuing to demand parole justice in New York
State. To that end, please join us for our next virtual advocacy
day on Tuesday, February 8 beginning at 9:30 AM. February is
Black History Month and data has shown that incarcerated
Black and Brown people are denied parole more regularly
than white people. Passing Elder Parole and Fair + Timely
Parole will help to reverse the impact that mass incarceration
has had on Black and Brown communities and help promote
racial justice. RSVP for the advocacy day.” See
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf3iDvWi8znFxyKwNKxsMAgnhI7dheXfXJ0IYr9N9jK5ddOYw/viewf
orm
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69 letters for Baba Kamau Sadiki Feb 9
“We'll accept your letters, essays, poems, artwork etc
and we'll mail it out as well. we are looking to stipend an
intern to work with K'Sisay Sadiki (Baba Kamau's
daughter).
Please email ksadiki1@gmail.com, if you care to contact
Baba Kamau and also send your letter directly. Please
also still send via google form as it assists us with our
strategy.”
Freddie Hilton***
#0001150688 -Augusta State Medical Prison,
Bldg 23A-2, 3001 Gordon Highway,
Grovetown, GA 30813 United States”
***(Address card to Kamau, envelope to Freddie
Hilton).

On the 36th anniversary of his incarceration, join the Malcolm X Grassroots Movement and the
#FreeMutuluNow Campaign for our Black Love in Action for Dr. Mutulu Shakur weekend. Feb 11-Feb 14
“From Friday, February 11th to Monday,
February 14th, 2022, we are calling on
all those who believe in justice and
human rights, to join us in extending
revolutionary love to Dr. Mutulu Shakur
and demanding his immediate release.
Register for the Black Love in Action for
Dr. Mutulu Shakur weekend events and
let's bring our beloved elder and
freedom fighter home!
https://linktr.ee/FreeMutuluNow
- Friday, February 11th, 2022: Black Love
in Action for Dr. Mutulu Shakur Virtual
Rally
- Saturday, February 12th, 2022: Black
Flix N Chill – Dope Is Death Screening
- Sunday, February 13th, 2022: Arming
the Spirit! Sunday Service for Dr. Mutulu
Shakur
- Monday, February 14th, 2022:
#FreeMutuluNOW Vigil & Digital Action” See https://linktr.ee/FreeMutuluNow
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Watch "Revolution 7/13| George Jackson, Albert Woodfox, Paul Redd & Revolutionary Prison Writing and
Praxis" on YouTube Feb 12
“Joy James, Darryl Robertson, Albert Woodfox, Paul Redd, and Bernard E. Harcourt read and discuss Soledad
Brother and Blood In My Eye by George Jackson, Solitary by Albert Woodfox, Writings on the Short Corridor
Collective, and The New Abolitionists: (Neo)slave Narratives And Contemporary Prison Writings by Joy James.”
See https://youtu.be/I7L7ofHObX0
SPREAD THE WORD TO HELP FREE NEW YORK POLITICAL PRISONER REV. JOY POWELL Feb 13
“Framed by crooked cops & convicted by a racist all-white upstate Rochester, New York jury for organizing
against police corruption and terrorism; she will not be eligible for parole until 2045 when she is 84 years old.
Read below about Sistah Joy & then write to her.”

Video of Dec. RnB/ABC Holiday Party Feb 13
“For over 30 years, Resistance in Brooklyn (RnB) has held annual holiday card-writing parties to send greetings
and solidarity to Political Prisoners and Prisoners of Conscience in the U.S. This year for our first virtual party,
Love Through the Walls, we were honored by many guests. And because late 2020-2021 saw the release of
many US political prisoners (PPs), we were blessed to have several of them appear with us! This session
included music, poetry, updates, and inspirational messages.” See video here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H-wrjVGIT_o&t=6207s
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Belly of the Beast Feb 13
“Filmed over 7 years with extraordinary access and intimate
accounts from currently and formerly incarcerated people, Belly
of the Beast is a contemporary legal drama that exposes
systemic modern-day eugenics through forced sterilizations at
the Central California Women’s Facility, the world’s largest
women’s prison. The investigations began with one courageous
woman who was involuntarily sterilized then teamed up with a
radical lawyer to expose a series of statewide crimes that
primarily target women of color.
After you register, a passcode will be provided to view the film
through midnight on February 13.”
“The Ms. Foundation for Women offers this screening to lift up
the experiences of incarcerated, formerly incarcerated, and
impacted women and girls across the country. We share in a
collective effort with our grantee partners and allies to build a
fully inclusive reproductive justice movement that includes
reducing racial health disparities, improving maternal mortality
rates, and promoting bodily autonomy for Black women,
women and girls of color, and gender nonconforming people.”

Register: https://msfoundationforwomen.salsalabs.org/bellyofthebeast/index.html

season 5 rEvolutionary matriarchy & 69 letters for Baba Kamau Sadiki Feb 14-April 11
“Register for season 5/
https://bitly.com/season5maroons beginning
maroon Monday feb 14th until april 11th (8
sessions). flyer by Beth Bliss. peace and
unconditional rEvolutionary matriarchal maroon love
comp@s. may the ancestors continue to guide, bless
and protect you and yours as we move in this year of
the water tiger. join us towards prefiguring a new
society and creating a culture of maroon aesthetics.
maroon party or liberation.” For more info & to
register see:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScHj1hXUZ_v3g86DLOVrIKP0p9Ko9klcQeRzKQGDXyncewAuw/view
form
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Building Bridges radio, WBAI 99.5 FM NY, Mon. Feb. 14, 9 am: International Labor Boards The Freedom Train Free All Political Prisoners Feb 14

Ralph Poynter: What's Happening BlogTalkRadio Tuesday, February 15, 2022 Call in 1 (347) 857-3293 @ 9-10
pm ET Feb 15
“TODAY'S Program Theme: Inequities of Legalized Marijuana - Decriminalization to Reparation: Is the Promise
TRUE?
1 NEWS ANALYSIS - An anatomy of oppression requires an anatomy of colonialism/imperialism i.e. An anatomy
of the American Capitalist System: Ralph Poynter, Tom Siracuse, Joel Meyers, Gwen Goodwin, Nellie Hester
Bailey, Gil Obler, Henry Hagin, Dolores Cox
2. UPDATES -- Political Prisoner Death Camps - Anne Lamb-NYC Jericho
3. Liberation Poetry: Prof. Louis & NZINGA ~ in remembrance of Sister Lynne Stewart”
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What’s Happening WBAI - Wednesday Feb 16

Join us in-person in NYC this coming Wednesday! Feb 16
Wed, Feb 16, 2022, 7PM. LOCATION: Peter Jay Sharp Building
BAM Rose Cinemas
RUN TIME: 82min
FORMAT: DCP
GENERAL ADMISSION: $16. To register for this event, see:
film/2022/dope-is-death
“Dope is Death is the story of how Dr. Mutulu Shakur, stepfather of
Tupac Shakur, along with fellow Black Panthers and the Young
Lords, combined community health with radical politics to create
New York City’s first acupuncture detoxification program in 1973.
This visionary project, the first of its kind in the U.S., was
eventually deemed too dangerous to exist.
Post-screening panel discussion with director Mia Donovan and
former members of the Black Panther Party Sekou Odinga (Black
Panther Party and political prisoner), Mopreme Shakur (Mutulu
Shakur’s son, former member of hip hop groups Thug Life and
Outlawz), Cleo Silvers (Black Panther Party and healthcare activist),
Felipe Luciano (The Last Poets + the Young Lords), and Juan Cortez
(NYHRE). Moderated by Dequi Kioni-sadiki (community organizer
and educator)”
“More updates on Dr. Shakur coming soon, but for now we wanted
to let you know that he just released a written recollection of his
time at Lincoln. He encourages people to supplement watching
'Dope is Death' with this information. The Black Acupuncture Advisory Association of North America (BAAANA),
founded by Dr. Shakur after Lincoln, has been formally reactivated by some of original members who have kept
the work going this whole time.” Source: Email.
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Exclusive Film Screening and Discussion of "WHO WE ARE: A Chronicle of Racism in America" Feb 18
“WHO WE ARE: A Chronicle of Racism in
America follows former ACLU deputy legal
director Jeffery Robinson’s journey as he
interweaves lecture, personal anecdotes,
interviews, and revelations to draw a stark
timeline of anti-Black racism in the United
States, from slavery to modern America.
Stay tuned after the film for a special Black
History Month discussion with the filmmakers,
Jeffery Robinson, and attorneys from the
Center for Constitutional Rights on the power
of Black rage in exposing injustice and guiding
our visions of liberation.”
For more info & to register, see:
https://www.filmplatform.net/events/who-weare-2/

February 19th Happy Birthday Celebration for Kamau Sadiki Feb 19
“Baba Kamau Sadiki (Freddie
Hilton) is a 69 year old political
prisoner. He is a joyfully artistic,
studious loving grandfather and
father. In 2003, Baba Kamau
refused to assist the FBI in
capturing Assata Shakur, the
mother of his daughter, he was
falsely accused, convicted and
sentenced to life plus 10 years for
a 30 year long ago 1971 "cold
case" police killing. It is time to
Bring Him Home. Baba Kamau is in
need of medical attention and
your support. He has open
infectious wounds, sarcoidosis of
the liver, malnutrition, no assigned
physician and is being forced to do
his own medical care while being
held captive inside of the most
notoriously fatal and medically
neglectful prison hospital in the
United States. Please click on to
the below Link Tree and show
Kamau and his family your support.
Visit our linktree:
linktr.ee/FreeKamauSadiki”
Register here: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/69th-bday-celebration-for-veteran-bpp-political-prisoner-kamausadiki-tickets-262403254197?aff=ebdssbdestsearch
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Free Kamau Sadiki 69th Birthday Celebration! Feb 19
“SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 2022. The International
Campaign To Free Kamau Sadiki NOW! SAVE THE DATE
& MARK YOUR CALENDARS! WHO IS BLACK PANTHER
POLITICAL PRISONER KAMAU SADIKI? SPREAD THE
WORD & KEEP YOUR PERSONAL SCHEDULES OPEN TO
JOIN US VIRTUALLY ON SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 2022,
FOR A Free Kamau 69th Birthday Celebration. MORE
DETAILS TO BE POSTED THIS WEEKEND!” See
https://linktr.ee/freekamausadiki

“Kamau with granddaughter Yuri by Sophia Dawson”

Online classes: Black Women Activists Banned from History Lessons Feb 21
“Many states are banning lessons that teach “that
racism is embedded in American society and its
legal systems.” (Quote from the Florida law.).
Under these anti-history education bills, can
students learn about 19th century speaker,
teacher, and writer Frances Ellen Watkins Harper?
Harper, in addition to fighting for voting rights,
spoke out about the injustices on public
transportation. Read below what historian Martha
S. Jones says about Harper, and then you decide if
teachers risk their jobs when they teach about her.
Harper, in this photo, comes to the meeting to] talk about the ways in which
Black women are being brutalized on public transportation.
And so when she says, I’m here to talk about wrongs, she’s speaking directly
to white women who have watched her and women like her be brutalized
by conductors and brakemen and by other passengers when they look to
take their seats.
The violence to which Black women are being subjected in the regular
course of their everyday lives is something that Black women will keep on
the table throughout the struggle for the 19th Amendment and beyond. Will
teachers violate the law when they teach about Frances Harper and
countless other people and groups who have challenged the racism
embedded in U.S. society? These are the very people who Jones says are the
vanguard in the fight for democracy and justice. Join us on Monday, Feb. 21
(yes, Presidents' Day) when Martha S. Jones teaches us about more women
who threaten the status quo. Jones will be in conversation with Cierra KalerJones about the role of Black women in the long and ongoing fight for voting
rights.” See https://www.zinnedproject.org/news/martha-jones-voting-rights/ (Photo retrieved from website).
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Political Prisoners and Colonized Peoples: The Solidarity Imperative Feb 21

“Join us in solidarity as we examine Human Rights in an international context as it relates to political prisoners
and colonized peoples.” “Despite decades of calls for an end to all colonialism, many peoples on every continent
still struggle for sovereignty and liberation. From well-recognized occupied territories like Western Sahara and
Palestine, to contested lands like Puerto Rico, which officially are understood to be “non-self-governing,”
freedom movements have shifted strategies over the past five years, with open dialogues about nonviolent
resistance, armed struggle, and new methods appropriate to 21st century dynamics. Through it all, one thing
seems clear: solidarity for the political prisoners of the rising civil resistance movements needs to become a
stronger focus and much better coordinated.
This webinar, co-sponsored by a coalition of several groups, will look directly at this key organizing challenge,
with updates from front line organizers and analysis from long-time activists. It will then conclude with an open
exchange on potential areas for future work together. This webinar has been organized as a collaboration of the
new Occupied Peoples Forum, which brings together representatives of eight still-colonized peoples, Solidarity
2020 and Beyond, Waging Nonviolence, Resistance Studies Initiative, the International Peace Research Initiative,
and the U.S.-based, Black-led, Spirit of Mandela coalition.
It is an outgrowth of the Spirit of Mandela's successful October 2021 International Tribunal on U.S. Human
Rights Abuses Against Black, Brown, and Indigenous Peoples. The Tribunal examined questions of human rights
in an international context and found the U.S. guilty of five counts of genocide. This online seminar continues
those efforts, providing an overview of resistance campaigns focused on solidarity work with political prisoners
and their freedom campaigns.
Featuring:
Sahar Francis, Palestinian Executive Director, Addemeer Prisoner Support and Human Rights Association
Luis Rosa Perez, Puerto Rican former political prisoner; human rights activist with Casa Corretjer
Enguia Mohamed, President, NOVA Western Sahara civil resistance association
Jalil Muntaqim, Black Panther former political prisoner; Spirit of Mandela Coordinating Committee member
Moderated by:
Rosa Moiwend, West Papuan organizer and peace educator
Matt Meyer, Secretary General, International Peace Research Association; Spirit of Mandela Coordinating
Committee member
Sponsored by:
Spirit of Mandela Coalition, Occupied Peoples Forum, Solidarity 2020 and Beyond, Waging Nonviolence,
Resistance Studies Initiative, and the International Peace Research Association” Register Here:
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/political-prisoners-and-colonized-peoples-the-solidarity-imperative-tickets262834323537”
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CELEBRATE BLACK LEGACY MONTH 2022--BLACK HISTORY MONTH (VIRTUAL) EVENTS... MALCOLM X
COMMEMORATION DAY ~ Feb 21

Liberation Reading Group: An 8-Week Course beginning Thurs., Feb 24, 2022 with Jalil Muntaqim! Feb 24
“Liberation Reading Group. An 8-Week Course by FTPROC
and Jericho Boston. Beginning on Thursday, February 24,
2022 @ 7 p.m. EST. Join Free the People Rochester and
Jericho Boston for an 8-week course based on Jalil
Muntaqim's revolutionary text "We Are Our Own
Liberators". The course is written and led by Jalil
Muntaqim with an interactive component and room for
critical discussion.
This course is FREE and open to the public. Registration is
required, however, in order to receive course materials.
All registrants will receive a FREE digital PDF of the book.
All times below are Eastern Standard Time:
Apr 14, 2022 07:00 PM
Apr 7, 2022 07:00 PM
Mar 31, 2022 07:00 PM
Mar 24, 2022 07:00 PM
Mar 17, 2022 07:00 PM
Mar 10, 2022 07:00 PM
Mar 3, 2022 07:00 PM
Feb 24, 2022 07:00 PM
Register: https://bit.ly/WAOOliberators”
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Race, racism and the media Feb 25-26
“Join Media 2070, the University of Houston Law Center and
Georgetown Law as we host a conference on Race, Racism &
American Media. This two-day conversation, happening on
Feb. 25–26, will explore historic and contemporary racial
discrimination in all modalities of modern media and is open
to all. What: A two-day virtual conference on Race, Racism &
American Media. When: Fri., Feb. 25, through Sat., Feb. 26,
from 10:30 a.m.–6:30 p.m. ET each day. You’re welcome to
attend any or every part of the conference.

RSVP: Please register to attend the virtual event:
https://georgetown.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_3cC1qUNqRH-G3gmvJI5QIw

Join us Richmond’s People’s Movement Assembly 9 - 6 pm Unity Park, Richmond, CA. Feb 26-2022

See: https://www.facebook.com/groups/815363742699971
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Topic: Resistance n BLK International Art Exhibition & Panel Feb 26
Resistance & BLK is a virtual art
exhibition/panel talk which will feature
four international protest/resistance
artists across histographies,
geographies, and cultural worldviews.
Each artist will showcase four pieces of
their artwork intersecting themes of
oppression, racism, protest, resistance,
and liberation.
This exhibition/panel talk is a prelude to
a hybrid-in person international Black
August exhibit featuring a special
collection of revolutionary artistry
unbound by defined limitations and
spatial ideology.
See: https://artisrevo.simple.ink/
Time: Feb 26, 2022 11:00 AM Eastern
Time (US and Canada)
Join Zoom Meeting (see below)

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88355463501?pwd=ZzVIWmRhMnBkaGpQeTRCMUhXVEdndz09
Gus Newport, Danny Glover, Angela Davis, Bernie Sanders! March 28
“Date: Monday, March 28, 2022.
Time: 6pm PST/ 9pm EST.
Location: In-Person & Virtual.
Cost: $25-100 sliding scale
available through Eventbrite or
join the Host Committee!
Freight & Salvage Coffeehouse,
2020 Addison Street, Berkeley
CA. 5pm PT: hors d’oeuvres. 68pm PT/ 9-11pm ET. PROGRAM:
Danny Glover, Angela Davis,
Bernie Sanders, Holly Near &
Natalia Zukerman, Palestinian
Ensemble ASWAT, Barbara Lubin,
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Zeiad Abbas Shamrouch — and Gus Newport! Facebook event - please RSVP & share! Proceeds benefit MECA’s
programs for Palestinian children and refugees.” Register here: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/tribute-to-gusnewport-tickets-262079756607 See https://www.facebook.com/events/1010500713154080?emci=b0f68f32b08c-ec11-a507-281878b83d8a&emdi=d28fee72-c88d-ec11-a507-281878b83d8a&ceid=2450322

Join MECA's Ride for Palestine - July 17th, 2022

“We are very excited to officially announce that the Middle East Children's Alliance's first annual Ride for
Palestine will be happening on Sunday, July 17th, 2022 in Berkeley, CA! Ride for Palestine will be a day of fun,
solidarity, and celebration to support Palestinian children. Ride with us and help raise funds to protect the lives,
rights, and well-being of children in Palestine and the refugee camps in Lebanon. The 11-mile scenic Ride for
Palestine is designed to be enjoyable for cyclists of all skill levels. The post-Ride celebration will include
delicious Palestinian food, music, and more. Participate in person by joining our ride in Berkeley or virtually by
organizing your own fitness challenge in your hometown! Get $10 off registration with promo code 'EARLY'
before March 15th! Ride for solidarity. Ride for Palestinian children. Ride for fun and community.
More info available at RideforPalestine.com”
Oakland Jericho Info Sessions (Ongoing)
Oakland Jericho will host an informational session once a
month to learn more about our history and current
missions, our work with Political Prisoners as well as our
projects in the community. Please check out our page
monthly! Every month, specific information will be posted
and pinned at the top of the page. Oakland Jericho will
host monthly Information sessions which will be
conducted on zoom the last Thursday of the month at
7pm PT. Sessions will last about an hour. After our info
presentation, we will have a question & answer period. It
is our hope that after learning about our missions and
community projects you will join us in this most important
work of advocating for and Freeing our Political Prisoners
as well as serving the Community! If interested, please
send an email including your name and contact email to:
oakland.jericho@gmail.com. You will receive a
confirmation email with a Zoom link within 3 days and a follow up email the day before the info session. If a
session needs to be cancelled (holiday, tech issues, etc.), it will be announced on FB and you will receive an
email if you signed up. See https://www.facebook.com/Oakland-Jericho-Info-Sessions-108826421597091
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NOW BOOKING! BLACK PANTHER ALUMNI LEGACY CITY WALKING TOUR (Ongoing)
“BLACK PANTHER ALUMNI LEGACY CITY WALKING TOUR. Meet
original members of the Black Panther Party & walk with them
through the historical sites in the birthplace of the Party,
Oakland CA. Listen to their stories and learn the truths behind
the world's most famous revolutionary organization for the
liberation of Black and oppressed communities. Book a Tour
Now https://www.eventbrite.com/e/black-panther-partylegacy-city-tour-tickets-160249200673”

OSO Blanco 4 pack greeting cards 100% native art C.A.P (children’s art project) proceeds go to the children of
Chiapas in the Zapatista zone-ETSY (Ongoing)
“Oso Blanco CAP project
featuring 100% native art by
enrolled native tribal members
to benefit children of Chiapas in
the Zapatista zone. Oso Blanco
is a citizen of the Cherokee
nation. 4-pack of greeting cards
made by political prisoner,
activist and artist Oso Blanco
includes the following 4 designs
in 5"x7" with white envelopes:
Hummingbird: Hummingbird
and sun pacific northwest style
Washington state area... this is
to honor my friend Moses from
Tullulip nation, in Washington
state. They carve totum poles.
they are fishermen. Four
directions: Earth fire wind
water with water spider mother
was done to honor mother earth's defenders, Earth First!ers and tree-sit warriors worldwide.
Coiled serpent: It looks like a Serpent in a round symbol over the top of an ancient Cherokee town in the
southeast woods with pine trees.. its red... round... he came down in ancient times to teach Cherokees the
sacred knowledge, and how not to lose it. KOKOPELLI, Spirit of fertility: Kokopelli, ancient spirit, playing flute
notes of his song go into the clouds everywhere he travels he leaves flowers behind, in his steps in my view of
him he is petroglyphic all over the southwest on rocks out in the desert. THANKS TO TEAM GADUGI FOR THE
ART AT THE MONUMENT TO THE DRAGGING CANOE WARRIORS IN CHATTANOOGA TN, Cherokee art ... Byron
Shane Chubbuck OB/Oso Blanco, Cherokee Nation Citizen. See Etsy page to purchase”
https://www.etsy.com/shop/OSOBLANCOCAPROJECT?ref=simple-shop-header-name&listing_id=991583048
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“Organizing and Rebuilding African Working Class through Pan-Africanism and Socialism, a Collection of
Essays” by Abdul Jabbar Caliph; Edited by Tomiko Shine. (Ongoing)

Order your Book Now! Email: abduljabbaressays@gmail.com
FB: https://www.facebook.com/booksforthemovement
Cost: $20 book, $5 Shipping

News, Articles, and Updates
(Political Prisoner Specific)
Assata Shakur’s Co-Defendant Sundiata Acoli Fights For His Freedom After Nearly 50 Years In Prison Jan 14
“Assata Shakur’s co-defendant Sundiata Acoli is celebrating another birthday behind bars. Acoli, who was first
eligible for parole in 1993, has been incarcerated for nearly 50 years. Despite previously taking responsibility for
his role in the events that led to the death of a New Jersey State Trooper in 1973, the New Jersey Parole Board
seems intent on continuing to punish Acoli. Organizers have been fighting to free Acoli for years, but a year and
a half after the largest racial justice movement in history and the renewed interest in the Black Panthers has
helped get more attention for Acoli’s case. Last year during Black August, the Movement for Black Lives led an
awareness campaign around movement elders remaining behind bars. According to the Bring Sundiata Acoli
Home Alliance, the movement elder is experiencing lingering effects from a prior COVID-19 infection in addition
to several other impairments, including early-stage dementia, emphysema, and glaucoma. Lumumba Bandele,
a coordinator with the Bring Sundiata Acoli Home Alliance and organizer with the Malcolm X Grassroots
Movement, told NewsOne that parole is being denied without rhyme or reason in many instances.” See
newsone.com

CCF CONDEMNS HOSTAGE INCIDENT, RENEWS CALL FOR DR. AAFIA SIDDIQUI’S FREEDOM Jan 15
“The Coalition for Civil Freedoms (CCF) is following the ongoing hostage situation in Colleyville, Texas. The
suspect allegedly demanded the release of Dr. Aafia Siddiqui, a political prisoner unjustly targeted in the U.S.
“War on Terror,” who is serving an 86-year sentence in federal prison in Carswell, Texas. Initial reports indicated
that the person was Muhammad Siddiqui, the brother of Dr. Aafia. However, it has now been verified that
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Muhammad Siddiqui was not involved in any way and Dr. Aafia’s family is in no way connected to this situation.
CCF unequivocally condemns any attempt to take hostages or to use violence to free Dr. Aafia or any other
prisoner. Since 2015, CCF attorneys, Legal Director Kathy Manley and Board Chair Steve Downs, have served as
legal counsel for the family of Dr. Aafia Siddiqui. As advocates for Dr. Aafia, we have long known Muhammad
Siddiqui. He is a distinguished architect in Houston, Texas, and is an intelligent and compassionate man. Many
of his friends have spoken out to say that he is a peaceful person who would be incapable of such a violent act.
CCF calls on media organizations that have named Muhammad Siddiqui as the perpetrator and slandered his
character to issue an apology to him and his family. We further ask that the media not conflate this isolated
incident with the global movement to free Dr. Aafia Siddiqui. CCF has long advocated for Dr. Aafia Siddiqui’s
release. She and her children were victims of a kidnapping and forced disappearance for 5 years, between 2003
and 2008, at the behest of the U.S. and Pakistani governments. As a victim of kidnapping and disappearance, Dr.
Aafia and her family are entitled to accountability and justice. After her mysterious release from a black site in
2008, Dr. Aafia was charged with the attempted murder of U.S. soldiers who came to interview her, allegedly by
using one of the soldier’s guns to shoot at the other soldiers. The FBI’s own forensic evidence clearly establishes
that she never shot a gun at the soldiers, and she is completely innocent of the charges. What did in fact
happen is that Dr. Aafia was shot in the abdomen. In a twisted manipulation of the facts, the U.S. government
charged her with the crime that they committed against her.
“Aafia has made many statements that she believes in non-violence and she would be horrified if this incident
were done in her name,” said Kathy Manley.
“The hostage crisis in Texas is another layer of tragedy emanating from the wrongful imprisonment of Dr. Aafia
Siddiqui. The rush to judgment by the media, in misidentifying Aafia’s brother, Muhammad Siddiqui, as the
perpetrator, is like the lies and rush to judgment that attende her trial. Now almost two decades along, the
tragedy never ends,” said human rights advocate and executive director of The Aafia Movement, a Coalition
member which has also been at the forefront of Dr. Aafia’s fight for freedom and justice.
In prison, Dr. Aafia’s health has severely deteriorated, and she is no longer able to communicate with her family
or the outside world. We hope that prison authorities will not retaliate against Dr. Aafia due to the actions of
others. Some years ago, CCF filed a petition for commutation of Dr. Aafia’s sentence based on her innocence.
The petition was never acted on, and we now ask President Biden to immediately consider it and to free Dr.
Aafia because she is innocent of the charges. This tragedy should in no way detract from the legitimate
movement and urgent call for Dr. Aafia’s freedom. CCF is a coalition of more than a dozen national and local
organizations whose mission is to defend civil liberties and freedoms, advocate for the rights of political
prisoners unjustly targeted in the so-called war on terror, and empower and provide a support network for their
families.” Source: Email.
Leonard Peltier Pleads For Help Amid Constant COVID Lockdowns In Prison Jan 23
“Never mind that he shouldn’t be in a federal prison at all. Leonard Peltier, the Native American rights activist
whom the FBI put behind bars decades ago without any evidence that he committed a crime, tells HuffPost that
his facility’s prolonged COVID-19 lockdowns and failure to provide at least some inmates with booster shots has
left him ― and likely others ― unbearably isolated and preparing for death. Peltier, who is 77 and has serious
health problems including diabetes and an abdominal aortic aneurysm, said “fear and stress” from the prison’s
intense coronavirus lockdowns are taking a toll on everyone, including staff. He described conditions like having
next to no human contact or access to phones sometimes for weeks, no access to regular showers or
substantial food, and not even the ability to look out a window or have fresh air.
“Left alone and without attention is like a torture chamber for the sick and old,” he said.
Peltier’s facility, a high-security penitentiary in Florida called USP Coleman I, is currently one of 98 federal
prisons at a Level 3 COVID-19 operational level, which means its COVID medical isolation rate is at the highest
level. For the facility’s 1,335 inmates, this translates to no contact with other people within the facility and no
visitation from anyone externally.” See https://www.huffpost.com/entry/leonard-peltier-prisoncovid_n_61eb2a5be4b03216750ab8ea
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Convicted in a New Brunswick Courtroom 48 Years Ago, Sundiata Acoli to Make Appeal Jan 27
“Nearly a half-century ago, Sundiata Acoli was sentenced to life in prison in a New Brunswick courtroom. Today,
the fight for freedom is being waged in the court of public opinion. A mounting chorus of voices calling for his
release from a Cumberland, Maryland, federal prison at age 85 has grown to include community activists,
religious leaders, human rights groups, and even a handful of Black law enforcement organizations. The cries to
parole Acoli, who is suffering from the early stages of dementia and has been weakened by a 2020 battle with
COVID-19, have reached the New Jersey Supreme Court in the form of seven amicus briefs that various
organizations have filed. The legal briefs argue that a parole board violated the law in denying his most recent
petition for release.
The court is scheduled to hear oral arguments based on those briefs on Jan. 31. In advance of that hearing, a
Princeton pastor will lead a press event on the morning of Jan. 27 that will include a former Harvard law
instructor, the former executive director of the National Black Police Association and others. The virtual press
conference is an 11th hour plea for mercy, said the Rev. Lukata Mjumbe of the Witherspoon Presbyterian
Church, who is on Day 62 of a hunger strike that began on Acoli’s birthday in November…” See tapinto.net
BREAKING NEWS: Leonard Peltier Tests Positive for Covid-19 Jan 29
“American Indian activist Leonard Peltier (Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians), has tested positive for
COVID-19 at the Coleman Federal Correctional Complex in Florida. Peltier is 77-years-old. “Today, Leonard
tested positive for COVID,” Peltier’s attorney Kevin Sharp told HuffPost late Friday. “We are all very concerned,
as is Leonard. He wanted people to know that he sends his love and appreciation for the years everyone has
fought for him."
According to the HuffPost article, Peltier has not received his vaccination booster shot. Peltier’s health has long
been a concern for those seeking his release from prison for his conviction of killing two FBI agents at Oglala on
the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in 1975. He suffers from heart problems and diabetes. Supporters believe
that Peltier was wrongfully convicted in 1977 for a crime he did not commit. Imprisoned for more than 46 years,
Peltier has the support of Amnesty International, and other human rights organizations. Over the years, some
50 members of Congress and others — including Judge Gerald Heaney (8th Circuit Court of Appeals) who sat as
a member of the court in two of Peltier’s appeals — have called for his immediate release. Peltier's COVID-19
diagnosis comes just two days after the chairman of the U.S. Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Sen. Brian
Schatz (D-Hawai‘i), sent a letter to President Joe Biden that urged the president to commute the Peltier's
sentence. Schatz cites Peltier’s advanced age, illness, and a loophole in current laws that unfairly disqualifies
Peltier from compassionate release. While legislation led by Schatz to fix the loophole continues to be
considered in Congress, that process can take years – time Peltier may not have…” See
https://nativenewsonline.net/currents/breaking-news-leonard-peltier-tests-positive-for-covid-19
Why Wouldn’t Biden Grant Clemency to Leonard Peltier? Feb 1
“Last Friday, it became known that the 77-year-old native American political prisoner Leonard Peltier was sick
with COVID-19. Peltier has been in prison for over 46 years, which makes him one of the oldest political
prisoners in the United States. This fact has brought attention to his case, but the truth is that his freedom has
been a permanent demand of a movement since the first day of his unfair incarceration.
For decades, American and foreign activists along with renowned personalities like the Dalai Lama, Reverend
Jesse Jackson, Senator Patrick Leahy, and even Pope Francis have demanded justice to be done in his case.
However, former presidents Bill Clinton, George Bush, and Barack Obama all turned a blind eye to the issue,
neglecting their role of correcting a penal system that is cruel and dysfunctional at best, as is so vividly
demonstrated in the case of Peltier.
Since President Joe Biden got the White House, several petitions have been presented to him but they all
remain unanswered. Among those demanding Biden to grant executive clemency to the native American civil
rights activist is former prosecutor James Reynolds, who helped send Peltier off to prison in 1977 and took part
in two out of three appeals filed by Peltier’s defense. In his letter to the president, Reynolds acknowledged he
was part of rigged trials to send Peltier behind bars with no evidence of guilt…” See resumen-english.org
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Left to Die: The terrible condition of aging political prisoners in United States Feb 2
“Even in an era of social justice reform and political wokeness, America still has some dirty little secrets that
include a growing list of elderly political prisoners left to die. These veterans of the struggle for freedom, justice,
and equality during the 1960s and 1970s have mostly been forgotten by society while facing unfair and
inhumane treatment. Many will inhale their final breaths in prison if nothing changes. After more than 51 years
of prison, Romaine “Chip” Fitzgerald died from natural causes in a California prison last March. Hardly a
murmur was heard regarding his death. He was the longest imprisoned Black Panther. While incarcerated, he
suffered a stroke and needed help walking. He had to use a wheelchair or walker. Yet was repeatedly denied
parole. In 2021, there was also the death of former MOVE 9 political prisoner Chuck Africa. As last year closed,
Russell Maroon Shoatz died in December. He endured 30 years of inhumane solitary confinement. In the spring
of 2021, after a delay in medical treatment, it was confirmed that he had terminal stage 4 colorectal cancer. He
received a compassionate release in late October 2021. Some two months later, he was gone. December also
saw the death of the Nation of Islam member and political prisoner Omar Askia Ali who died unexpectedly. A
community activist who exposed police corruption, he served close to 50 years for a crime he steadfastly
denied committing. He blamed his prosecution and conviction on corrupt police officers. “The state is making a
point of punishing these comrades beyond what’s necessary, what could be called cruel and unusual
punishment,” Dr. Makungu Akengela from the Atlanta Chapter of the Malcolm X Grassroots Movement told The
Final Call…” See new.finalcall.com
Oral Arguments Held in Sundiata Acoli's Case on Jan. 31, 2022 Feb 7
“On January 31st, the New Jersey Supreme Court heard oral arguments in the state's leading parole case, that
of 85-year-old Sundiata Acoli. The oral arguments were recorded and will be released at a later date. Click the
link below to view our live-tweeting. The Court will decide if the parole board violated the law by denying
Sundiata Acoli’s petition for release. Sundiata has been imprisoned since 1973. Despite being eligible for parole
since 1993, the parole board has denied Sundiata's petition for release eight times; each time claiming that he
was a substantial risk to public safety.
The New Jersey Attorney General argued on behalf of the parole board. In addition to the compelling oral
argument given by lead counsel, Bruce Afran, persuasive oral arguments were made by counsel representing
three of the seven legal teams that filed amicus briefs last fall to support Sundiata’s release. Four of the seven
briefs focus on parole board bias, decision irregularities and judicial oversight. It is believed that Sundiata has
received the most supporting amicus briefs in the history of New Jersey. This could be Sundiata’s last chance for
freedom after serving nearly 50 years: his health is declining and deteriorating due to early stage dementia,
glaucoma and post-COVID-19 complications.” See https://www.facebook.com/watch/?extid=CL-UNK-UNK-UNKAN_GK0T-GK1C&v=1289780111431960
Political Prisoner Eric King's Mail Ban is Over! Feb 15
“Eric is over the moon having his mail back and hearing from his friends! It’s making him feel so strong and
ready to win in March and end this three and a half years of hell. Sitting indefinitely in segregation can really
throw a wrench in the trial prep machine. It wasn’t until a year and a half in that he even had his glasses. He
survived 18 months of communication restrictions. Trial is March 14th. If folks are looking for more ways to
help they can donate to his lawyers from the Civil Liberties Defense Center and you can support his legal
defense efforts by donating at https://cldc.org/donate/ Please earmark your donation on the website “Eric
King legal defense”. These funds cover transportation, housing, transcript, deposition and filing fees. Please
donate if you can. Eric has a wishlist for books. You can order books for him at tiny.cc/EK_Books. (Eric King
27090-045, FCI Englewood, 9595 W Quincy Ave, Littleton, CO 80123).” Follow Eric on social media”
linktree: https://linktr.ee/supportericking, web: https://supportericking.org, fb: Support Eric King
twitter: https://twitter.com/SupportEricKing, Instagram: https://instagram.com/supcldportericking/. Source:
Email.
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(General)
Why Black artists are essential freedom fighters Dec 4, 2021 (Timely Article)
“The name of this tune is 'Mississippi Goddam,' " Nina Simone announces without missing a beat in the bouncy,
cabaret-style cadence she beats out on the piano keys. The mostly white audience at Carnegie Hall leaks
nervous laughter in response. But Simone wasn't joking. She'd brought her rage at the lynching of Emmett Till,
the murder of Medgar Evers and the bombing of Birmingham's 16th Street Baptist Church to Carnegie Hall's
stage that March night in 1964 — the same rage that had enabled her to pen that iconic protest song in less
than an hour.
"Mississippi Goddam" would be banned on Southern radio stations, become an anthem of the civil rights
movement and the following year be played on the famous march from Selma led by the Rev. Martin Luther
King, Jr.
Simone is one of many Black artists whose life and work illuminate the prophetic tradition that connects Black
art and the struggle for Black liberation. From Harriet Tubman singing "Go Down Moses" to announce her
presence to Black captives in the Southern work camps, to Marvin Gaye's timeless anti-war anthem "What's
Goin On?", to the co-founding of the Black Lives Matter movement, the largest social movement of our
generation, by performance artist and abolitionist Patrisse Cullors, Black artists have long shouldered the
prophetic burden to tell the truth about a society that refuses to confess its sins against Black bodies.
Art is essential to Black liberation movements.
An artist myself, I've repeatedly returned to the work of Black artists to bolster my own sense of vocation in a
world that often pressures me with a false choice between being an entertainer or being an activist. A
pantheon that includes Simone, Amiri Baraka, Toni Cade Bambara, Toni Morrison, Maya Angelou, Bob Marley,
Ava DuVernay and others reminds me that no such choice must be made.
These artists did not and are not offering only, as theologian N.T. Wright often says, "the pretty bit around the
edge" of Black liberation: We are essential freedom workers.
Art is essential to Black liberation movements because half the battle against oppression is a battle to disrupt a
supremacist common sense that pervades the world, especially those nations that were (or are) perpetrators or
victims of European colonialism. No matter how many revolutions are won in the world — by arms or by
nonviolent struggle — oppressive institutions will continue to reproduce themselves if there is no revolution of
values…” See https://www.ncronline.org/news/culture/why-black-artists-are-essential-freedom-fighters
Political Prisoners in Cuba and in the United States; Facts and Fiction, Part 1 Jan 9
“Protest for the freedom of political prisoner Mumia Abu Jamal in the US. photo: Bill Hackwell
In recent days, we have witnessed an avalanche of accusations by United States government officials against
Cuba for allegedly holding over 600 political prisoners after the protests on July 11. Assistant Secretary of state
for Western Hemisphere Affairs Brian Nichols and the Secretary of State Anthony Blinken have been among
those leading this campaign, alongside the US embassy in Havana.
These accusations conveniently hide many details we should not overlook. First of all, where is the information
coming from? Is it true? Why are top US officials so eager to resurrect this campaign against Cuba? And, last but
not least, how does the United States hold any moral high ground to judge anybody for holding political
prisoners?
The oversized number of 600 political prisoners comes from a Spain-based Non-Governmental Organization
(NGO) called the “Cuban Observatory of Human Rights (OCDH)” and some others like Prisoners Defenders. Year
after year, these organizations receive thousands of dollars from the United States Agency for International
Development (USAID), which has become their main donor. So it is expected that this less than impartial group
will provide information that will be heavily biased. Likewise, these organizations have been involved to the
core in previous and ongoing campaigns to promote a regime change in Cuba, something that became a known
scandal after the July 11 protests in Cuba when American and Cuban journalists tracked US taxpayers’ money
up to these NGOs.” See https://www.resumen-english.org/2022/01/political-prisoners-in-cuba-and-in-theunited-states-facts-and-fiction-part-1/
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Guantánamo: Torture Was Always the Subtext Jan 13
“U.S. Takes Hooded, Shackled Detainees to Cuba,” declared the Washington Post headline on January 11, 2002.
The reporters who wrote it were on the ground at Guantánamo Bay and in Kandahar, Afghanistan. I was in
Washington, at my desk in the Post newsroom, where I worked as a researcher. As I read the story, one ominous
revelation stuck with me: “The 20 prisoners, whose identities have not been made public …” I would spend the
next two decades learning those prisoners’ names and covering the story of America’s not-so-secret terrorism
detention complex. It started as a research challenge: to uncover the secrets of what some have called the
“American Gulag.” Later, as hundreds more nameless “enemy combatants” were brought to the remote U.S.
naval base on the south coast of Cuba, I followed the story through the brief wax and long wane of the
Guantánamo news cycle. I wanted to know who was detained and why — and when the “war on terror” would
end. I collected boxes of files and spreadsheets of data, building a trove of Guantánamo research as I moved to
new jobs and new cities. Along the way, I encountered other reporters and researchers with similar habits and
disparate methods, all seeking to understand what was going on down there. Some 780 Muslim men have been
held at Guantánamo since 2002. More than 500 were released during the Bush administration, about 200
under President Barack Obama, one by President Donald Trump, and one so far by President Joe Biden. Many
have been repatriated, while others have been transferred to countries that negotiated with the U.S. to accept
them. Nine died in custody. Thirty-nine remain at Guantánamo today. Of those, 18 have been approved for
transfer to other countries, including five approved by the Biden administration on Tuesday…” See
https://theintercept.com/2022/01/13/guantanamo-bay-anniversary-20-years/
Political Prisoners in Cuba and in the United States; Facts and Fiction, Part 2 Jan 14
“In the first part of this article, we went over the ongoing hypocritical accusation of high-ranking United States
officials against Cuba for allegedly holding over 600 political prisoners after the July 11 protests. It is remarkable
the way that the US, together with its allies inside the island, have manipulated this topic to create a false
image of revenge by the Cuban government, and to promote the idea of a country with zero liberties.
Neither US officials and their Cuban allies nor the many websites or news agencies that cover this propaganda
campaign seem to have ever wondered why nobody talks about political prisoners in the US. I am sure that
many people, naïve ones at best, think that in the “land of liberty” such things would never happen, but they
do, and shockingly so.
The existence of political prisoners is quite a skeleton in the closet for so-called US democracy and its judiciary
system because it is one of the most painful and evident proofs of the oppressive nature of the US political
system. It is part of the untold history of a society, which for the most part fervently believes that the US is the
freest county in the world while ignoring that there are dozens of people, both American and foreigners, who
have spent most of their lives in prison for the crime of fighting for their right to think differently and fight for a
more equitable world.” See https://www.resumen-english.org/2022/01/political-prisoners-in-cuba-and-in-theunited-states-facts-and-fiction-part-2/
Joleen Nez: A Death in Custody Jan 15
“In April 16, 2020, Officer Preston Panana walked up to Joleen Nez at the corner of Texas Street and Zuni
Avenue in Albuquerque. Nez was living in a nearby encampment in a neighborhood known as the War Zone,
along with dozens of other unhoused Native Americans. About six months pregnant with her fifth child, Nez,
who is Navajo and Zia Pueblo, was getting her meals at the Albuquerque Indian Center, where she’d known
some of the staff for years. Panana was with four other police officers when he heard Nez and a man arguing.
As the two quarreled, the man set a paper cup and bowl down on the sidewalk, and Nez knocked them over.
That’s when, as Panana wrote in the incident report, he advised her “to pick up her litter and of the
consequences if she did not.” Nez had just started walking away, but she turned back and grabbed the bowl.
Panana told her the cup was still on the ground. “It’s not my trash,” Nez said. “It’s his.” That didn’t matter to
Panana, who cited Nez for littering. That ticket kicked off a series of events that would end less than a year later
with Nez’s death. She would become one of the eight people to die in the Bernalillo County Metropolitan
Detention Center in a five-month period. The story of her death reveals a system of brutality that extends from
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the police to the jails to the medical providers and can be especially dangerous for those without stable homes.”
See https://www.thenation.com/article/society/joleen-nez-new-mexico-death/
Palestinian Prisoners Join Mass Hunger Strike in Support of Critically Ill Abu Hamid Jan 17
“Palestinian prisoners held in Israeli prisons are taking part in a mass hunger strike on Monday, in protest
against Israel’s refusal to release critically ill Nasser Abu Hamid, Anadolu has reported. Abu Hamid, 49, is
suffering from cancer and is in a coma due to acute pneumonia. “The prisoners are going on hunger strike for
one day in protest against the medical negligence of sick prisoner Nasser Abu Hamid and to exert pressure for
him to be released,” said the Prisoners Information Office. A spokesman for Hamas called on all international
rights groups to intervene immediately and put pressure on the Israeli occupation to release Abu Hamid and
save his life…” See palestinechronicle.com
‘The state doesn’t forget’: Carrying on Malcolm X’s fight for Black freedom today Jan 17
“Freedom fighters today are carrying on Malcolm X’s legacy by continuing the struggle to liberate political
prisoners and organizing to protect Black communities against state violence.” “Malcolm X was assassinated
over 50 years ago, but organizations like the Malcolm X Grassroots Movement (MXGM) are carrying on the fight
for Black liberation today, winning important victories and developing crucial organizing strategies that social
justice movements everywhere can learn from. In this episode of Rattling the Bars, TRNN Executive Producer
Eddie Conway and cohost-in-training Charles Hopkins, better known as Mansa Musa, speak with Lumumba
Akinwole-Bandele about the crucial lessons MXGM organizers have learned over the years through their efforts
to liberate political prisoners, organize and empower Black communities, and combat the apparatuses of state
violence. Lumumba Akinwole-Bandele is a community organizer, educator, and member of the Malcolm X
Grassroots Movement. He is also the former National Strategies and Partnerships Director at Movement for
Black Lives and cofounder of the world-renowned Black August Hip Hop Project…” See
https://therealnews.com/the-state-doesnt-forget-carrying-on-malcolm-xs-fight-for-black-freedom-today
The Marshall Project: The art of tricking suspects to confess Jan 18
“Texas Ranger James Holland became famous for solving some of the state’s grimmest murder cases. The
tactics he often used — lying to suspects, hypnotizing witnesses, ginning up false hypotheticals — were as legal
as they were dubious. One shaky confession Holland gained through these methods came from Larry Driskill, a
grandfather whom Holland questioned in 2015 about a murder that had taken place a decade earlier. Driskill’s
new lawyers are now pressing state judges to re-evaluate the accuracy of Holland’s work…” See
https://www.themarshallproject.org/2022/01/18/anatomy-of-a-murder-confession
Guantánamo, the Illegal Pretext to Hold Prisoners of War Jan 18
“The United States is violating the law by maintaining the Guantanamo Naval Base in Cuba as a prison, where
most of the inmates are being held without criminal charges,” said attorney Thomas B. Wilner categorically
during a conversation with this reporter via video call. Wilner, a prestigious lawyer in his country, is since 2004
the spokesman for a U.S. group of lawyers who represent prisoners of various nationalities who are illegally
held in the Cuban territory usurped by Washington since the early 1900s. “There is not a single legal reason to
maintain a deployment of guards and prisoners of war at the Caribbean base, especially now that hostilities
with Afghanistan have ended. Washington has run out of excuses,” said Wilner, attorney at the international law
firm of Shearman & Sterling. Wilner first visited Guantanamo in December 2004, three years into the war
“against terrorism” in Afghanistan, which began shortly after the September 11th, 2001, attacks on New York
and Washington. Among the prisoners he has defended over nearly two decades are a dozen Kuwaitis, who
were tortured by U.S. soldiers, first in Afghanistan and Pakistan, and finally at the military base in Guantánamo.
The lawyer returned to Washington this week after yet another visit to the base and agreed to talk to this
reporter about his past and present impressions. – What has changed in 20 years, and what has stayed the
same?” See resumen-english.org
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Five More Prisoners Approved for Release from Guantánamo: 18 of the 39 Remaining Men Are Now Waiting
to Be Freed Jan 18
“One of the extraordinary sculptures of ships made from recycled materials at Guantánamo by Yemeni prisoner
Moath al-Alwi, who has just been approved for release, after being held for over 20 years without charge or
trial.” “In the run-up to the shameful 20th anniversary of the opening of the prison at Guantánamo Bay on
January 11, I had the sneaking suspicion that President Biden would seek to divert attention from his general
inaction on Guantánamo in his first year in office by announcing that more of the facility’s "forever prisoners"
had been approved for release. In his first year in office, President Biden released just one prisoner, even
though he inherited six men approved for release from the previous administrations, but crucially, via the
Periodic Review Boards, the review process established by President Obama, he has also now approved an
additional 13 men for release — one-third of the remaining 39 prisoners — bringing to 18 the total number of
men still held who the U.S. government has conceded that it no longer wants to hold.” See
closeguantanamo.org
Israeli Military Commander Renews Four-Months Administrative Detention Order against Amal Nakhleh,
Despite his Young Age, Medical Condition, and Boycott of Military Courts Jan 19
“On 18 January 2022, Ofer military court postponed the confirmation hearing for Amal Nakhleh’s administrative
detention renewal order following a letter from Amal emphasizing the illegitimacy of Israeli military courts and
announcing his boycott of Israeli military judicial procedures. Amal was a child, 17 years old, when he was rearrested by Israeli Occupation Forces (IOF) from his home in Al-Jalazon Refugee Camp on 21 January 2021.
Since then, he continues to be held under administrative detention, without charge or trial, despite his age, and
more seriously, the precarity of his health condition.
The Israeli military commander issued the renewal of Amal Nakhleh’s administrative detention order on 13
January 2022 for an additional four months, representing the third renewal and fourth term of his
administrative detention order since his arrest on 21 January 2021. During the confirmation hearing on 18
January 2021, both Amal and his legal counsel were not present, due to Amal’s participation in the collective
boycott of Palestinian administrative detainees against Israeli military courts, in protest of the Israeli
occupation’s policy of administrative detention.
The boycott, first announced on 20 December 2021 by all 500 Palestinian administrative detainees, commenced
1 January 2022, under the campaign ‘Our Decision is Freedom… No to Administrative Detention.’ The
comprehensive boycott includes Israeli military courts at all levels, including courts of first instance, appellate
courts, and the Israeli civil High Court. Accordingly, Palestinian administrative detainees refuse to participate in
court procedures and hearings; their legal counsel will no longer attend or participate in the court procedures
on their behalf. Notwithstanding his continued and egregious arbitrary administrative detention and health
conditions, Amal Nakhleh joined the collective boycott. Consequently, Amal will be tried in absentia…” See
addameer.org
500 Palestinian administrative detainees continue to boycott Israeli Military Courts for 19th day Jan 19
“Occupied Palestine (QNN)- Nearly 500 Palestinian administrative detainees in Israeli prisons have been
boycotting Israeli Military Courts for the 19th day in a row, in protest of their indefinite detention without
charges or trial. The Palestinian prisoner advocacy groups said that in protest against their administrative
detention without charges or trial by the Israeli occupation authorities, 500 Palestinian administrative detainees
have been boycotting the Israeli Military Courts since January 1, 2022. Among the 500 administrative detainees
are 3 minors and one female. The boycott includes the initial hearings to uphold the administrative detention
order, as well as appeal hearings and later sessions at the Supreme Court. Under the banner, “Our decision is
freedom … no to administrative detention,” administrative detainees said in a statement their move comes as a
continuation of longstanding Palestinian efforts “to put an end to the unjust administrative detention practiced
against our people by the occupation forces” … See qudsnen.co
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Water Protector Legal Collective: Amber Ortega Found NOT GUILTY!!! Jan 19
“On September 9, 2020, Hia Ced O’odham Land Defender and Water Protector Amber Lee Ortega was arrested
for her actions to halt border wall construction at sacred site A’al Vappia/Quitobaquito Springs.
On November 4, 2021, Amber appeared in court for these federal charges. After Judge Leslie Bowman ruled
that the RFRA defense would only be considered for mitigation, not sentencing, Amber retained new legal
counsel. Attorney Amy Knight, who represented No More Deaths activist Scott Warren with a successful RFRA
defense. Counsel filed a Motion for Reconsideration and on January 19, 2022, the Court heard the case.
Two days ago, January 19, Amber was acquitted.” See https://actionnetwork.org/petitions/save-oodhamquitobaquito-springs-drop-the-charges-against-land-defender-amber-lee-ortega
Protest at Santa Rita Jail over 'inedible' food and rising commissary prices Jan 19
“About two dozen incarcerated people at Santa Rita Jail say they are on a hunger strike over what they describe
an inedible food – sometimes found with rodent droppings inside – as well as rising commissary food prices,
which they say is becoming more difficult to afford. Two of the men who said they are only drinking water and
Gatorade to grab attention for their plight spoke to KTVU this week about why they are upset that snacks such
as ramen now costs $1.39 when the same item costs 25 cents at Walmart or 50 cents at the jail in San Francisco.
"The commissary prices are too high," James Mallett said during a video call from the jail.
He said the more expensive prices are a burden on his family, as well as all the families who put money on
inmate accounts so that they can buy extra food items such as tuna, coffee, beans and soup. He also thinks it's
not fair that as per a 2018 contract, Trinity Services Inc., agreed to deposit 40% of the commission from all
purchases to the Alameda County Sheriff's Office. That contract was extended to 2023..” See
https://www.ktvu.com/news/protest-at-santa-rita-jail-over-inedible-food-and-sheriffs-profit-on-risingcommissary-prices
My wrongful conviction shows why Ohio should abolish the death penalty: Joe D’Ambrosio Jan 19
“It has been ten years since my official exoneration from Ohio’s death row. On Jan. 23, 2012, the U.S. Supreme
Court denied the Cuyahoga County prosecutor’s appeal against me. I was finally free. I wish I could say that – in
these ten years – the legal system has been fixed and that what happened to me will never happen again. But
since my exoneration, five more people have been exonerated from Ohio’s death row, all from Cuyahoga County.
Eleven people total have been wrongfully sentenced to death in our state. To this day, I am still shocked at the
time and resources wasted by Cuyahoga County to pursue a death sentence for an innocent man. Maybe I
shouldn’t be so surprised – Cuyahoga County is tied for second in the nation for wrongful capital convictions
since 1973, according to the Death Penalty Information Center…” See
https://www.cleveland.com/opinion/2022/01/my-wrongful-conviction-shows-why-ohio-should-abolish-thedeath-penalty-joe-dambrosio.html
Local orgs campaign to end ‘Legal Slavery’ for incarcerated New Yorkers Jan 20
“Civil rights and criminal justice groups held a virtual rally on Martin Luther King Day, Jan. 17, to launch their
grassroots campaign to raise wages and improve working conditions in New York State prisons. An issue they
said furthers modern day “slavery” for incarcerated individuals under the constitution’s 13th Amendment.
The advocacy group is in huge support of State Senator Zellnor Myrie’s Abolish Penal Servitude Act that would
end forced labor in prisons. They are also demanding that wages for detainees be raised to at least $3 an hour
under the Prison Minimum Wage Act, which Myrie also sponsored. “Incarcerated people are human beings,
who contribute tens of millions of dollars to New York State’s economy,” said Myrie in a statement. “In the
depths of the pandemic, incarcerated New Yorkers produced millions of gallons of hand sanitizer for the public,
while our prisons became COVID hotspots. It is time to treat these workers with dignity by allowing them to
share in the benefits they provide to this state.” Similarly, Assemblymember Harvey Epstein sponsored bills
A3142 and A3481A, both of which deal with labor protections for prisoners…” See
https://amsterdamnews.com/news/2022/01/20/local-orgs-campaign-to-end-legal-slavery-for-incarceratednew-yorkers/
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Damn Hard Work: The Life of Clyde Bellecourt (1936–2022) Jan 21
“Bellecourt and the American Indian
Movement taught us that colonizing society is
weak because of its sense of superiority. It has
God, guns, and gold, but its soft underbelly is
glory.” “I HAD SHORT HAIR the first time I met
Clyde Bellecourt. It was Native American
Heritage Month in 2005. Native students had
invited him and fellow members of the
American Indian Movement (AIM) to the
University of South Dakota after police
plastered posters on campus depicting a poorly
drawn “Native American male” who had
allegedly attacked a woman. The description
was vague enough to implicate just about
anyone; several students and university
workers were called in for questioning.”
(Clyde Bellecourt speaking outside the Ebenezer Baptist Church,
Atlanta, GA, 1974, American Indian Movement Interpretive Center)

“The posters were vulgar because of their bluntness: they appeared to confirm the worst stereotypes of savage
Indians attacking innocent women. So AIM called a press conference. They brought in the big drum. The AIM
song, known as the “Raymond Yellow Thunder Song,” boomed so loudly from the campus dining hall I heard it
in the parking lot. And a prayer was said with the canupa, a ceremonial pipe. The event quickly turned into a
demonstration, as AIM leaders sat in judgement of university and law enforcement officials. Bellecourt likened
the actions of police to “that old John Wayne frontier mentality.” It didn’t help that the chief of police, Art
Mabry, had an unfortunate resemblance to the Duke, that Hollywood cowboy who spent a lot of time on-screen
killing Indians. Mabry’s face flushed red as several people from the crowd snickered. One by one, community
members testified to the daily humiliations they faced at the hands of white authority. It was an AIM signature,
the Red Ribbon Grand Jury, a people’s court, that was first hosted in 1968 to hold government officials to
account…” See https://portside.org/2022-01-28/damn-hard-work-life-clyde-bellecourt-1936-2022 (Photo
retrieved from here.)
International Campaign for Revolutionary Anarchism and Solidarity with Revolutionary Prisoners Jan 22
“With the capitalist destruction of earth and life continuing unhindered and the nearing prospects of an
ecological collapse, there is, perhaps more than ever, a serious and immediate need for global
revolutionary movements. Where do our movements here in Europe stand faced with the immense challenges
and demands of our epoch? Can we retrace our revolutionary roots? Can we become the creative force that
can effectively abolish the cannibalistic authority of the rich few over the many? Outside of Europe, the
revolutionary spirit has reaffirmed its historical strength with armed and organized insurrections in Chiapas and
the Middle East paving the way for the liberation of life through the self organization of the people on the
bottom, on terms of equality and communitarianism. But also, all around the world in recent decades we see
that combative resistance and insurrections are breaking out as a result of the increasing violence and
totalitarianism of capitalism. Let’s draw our inspiration from the Black resistance movement in the U.S. and the
uprising in Chile. These were popular people-led movements using militant and insurrectionist strategies to
directly confront the oppressors and their armed thugs (the police). Daily images of barricades, burning banks
and attacks against cops flooding global news are the reminder that the world of those in power is easily set
ablaze when the rage of the oppressed finds a collective expression…” See
https://nycabc.files.wordpress.com/2022/01/updates-25-jan-2022.pdf
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US Attorney Drops Charges Against Water Protectors Who Occupied Bureau Of Indian Affairs
By Last Real Indians - Jan 22
“The United States Attorney’s office has decided to not charge 33 Indigenous water protectors and their allies
who were arrested while peacefully occupying the Bureau of Indian Affairs lobby in the US Department of
Affairs building on October 14th, 2021. This was the first time since the 1972’s Trail of Broken Treaties that
Indigenous leaders occupied the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Indigenous leaders were met with extreme violence
from the police leaving one Indigenous woman with a broken hand, others were hit with batons, two people
were tazed and an Indigenous media reporter was assaulted with an officer kneeling on his neck and had his
equipment damaged by the police during the attack on peaceful water protectors. Water protectors occupied
the building demanding the abolition of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the US government honor the treaties
including the restoration of 110 million acres (450,000 km2) of land taken away from Native Nations,
Indigenous children buried at residential schools be returned to their tribal nations, no new leases for oil and
gas or extractive industry on public lands, the US government establish a policy of Free, Prior, and Informed
Consent, restoration of terminated rights.” See popularresistance.org
Stressors from time in prison speed up aging process for incarcerated individuals, research finds Jan 23
“A University of Iowa researcher and his colleagues have found that stress responses triggered by circumstances
in America's prisons can cause people who have been incarcerated to age faster. "Thank God evolution gave us
the tendency to be aroused and to flee," University of Iowa professor Mark Berg said. "We still possess that,
and we use it occasionally. But if it happens too much, it's very, very unhealthy. "That's what we think is
happening in prison." Spending time in jail or prison can speed up the aging process by an average of 11
months past someone's actual age, according to DNA research by Berg and his colleagues. Experiencing
violence in prison accelerated the aging process by more than two years, according to the study published late
last year in the Journal of Health and Social Behavior…” See
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2022/01/23/prison-time-speeds-up-aging-according-iowastudy-incarceration/6629187001/
‘No human person should live there’: The ongoing Covid horrors at Danbury prison Jan 24
“Inmates at the Danbury Federal Correctional Camp in Connecticut, also known as “Camp Cupcake,” have been
overwhelmed by COVID-19. According to formal allegations from US Senators Richard Blumenthal and Chris
Murphy, and Representative Jahana Hayes, over half of the women currently incarcerated at Danbury FCI tested
positive for COVID-19 this month, often receiving little to no assistance from staff, which has only exacerbated
the ongoing crisis. Advocates are demanding immediate action, including calling for the Bureau of Federal
Prisons to release all incarcerated individuals who are medically vulnerable to finish their sentences through
home confinement. In this episode of Rattling the Bars, co-host-in-training Charles Hopkins, better known as
Mansa Musa, speaks about the ongoing COVID crisis at Danbury with Dianthe Dawn Brooks and Wendy KrausHeitmann. Dianthe Dawn Brooks is a community organizer who was formerly incarcerated at the Danbury
Federal Correctional Camp. Wendy Kraus-Heitmann is an advocate who has a passion for criminal justice reform,
ending mass incarceration, and assisting justice impacted individuals reclaiming their lives. She lives in
Connecticut, where she works on securing housing for returning citizens.” See therealnews.com
Compassionate release from prison: a moral imperative Jan 26
“Capital punishment was abolished in Maryland as a failed and immoral policy in 2013 because it was
ineffectual in deterring crime, could not be administered without racial bias, and cost three times that of
incarcerating someone for life. Today, we face another practice that poses critical questions surrounding human
dignity and fiscal responsibility, and exposes a different brand of death sentence. It is the long-term
incarceration of chronically ill, elderly and incapacitated individuals. Incarceration costs Marylanders $46,000
per inmate annually and increases exponentially as prisoners age. We estimate that it costs $36 million a year
to care for the 650 prisoners who are age 60 and older. And, just as it does outside the walls, caring for older
people with chronic medical conditions costs infinitely more. Within prisons, care is subpar and palliative
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treatment for those with advanced illness is limited at best…” See https://www.baltimoresun.com/opinion/oped/bs-ed-op-0127-compassionate-release-20220126-3moagwv3gzhuhpgy7c2y7kn7zm-story.html
Who’s Judging the Judges in Cleveland? Jan 27
“Who’s Electing Judges in the Cleveland Area? Not Those Ensnared in the System. In Cuyahoga County, voting
patterns have resulted in mostly White judges deciding the fate of mostly Black criminal defendants.” “Few
people in Cuyahoga County wield as much power over as many lives as the 34 elected judges who preside over
felony cases. These Common Pleas judges consider the cases of thousands of people a year, making decisions
about bail, plea deals and sentencing. They determine who feels the full weight of the law and who receives
leniency. But when it comes time for residents to vote those judges in — or out — of office, the people with the
most at stake often don’t cast ballots. Take Ward 5, a majority Black area about three miles east of Cleveland’s
downtown Justice Center. In the past six years, an unusually high proportion of defendants listed the ward as
their home address — the second-highest in the county. Yet just about a quarter of the ward’s registered voters
marked a ballot for a judge in 2020. To put that into perspective, Ward 17 saw more than half of its registered
voters cast a ballot for judge in 2020.” See https://www.themarshallproject.org/2022/01/27/who-s-electingjudges-in-the-cleveland-area-not-those-ensnared-in-the-system
Mayor Adams Exploits Tragic Shooting to Mislead Public on Bail Reform; Advocates Respond with Facts Jan
28
“Today, Mayor Eric Adams released a misleading, sensationalist and exploitative statement in response to a 16year-old’s release after paying a $250,000 bail. Marvin Mayfield, Director of Organizing at Center for
Community Alternatives, released the following statement: “Nothing about the proceedings in this case was
impacted by bail reform. And yet, Mayor Adams has exploited this tragic shooting to call for changes to the law
that would heighten racial disparities and subject more New Yorkers to the horror of Rikers Island. This
disingenuous attack on our common-sense bail reform law only distracts us from pursuing the real and lasting
solutions to community safety and well-being that New Yorkers deserve, including investments in communitybased violence prevention programs, affordable and permanent supportive housing, and employment
opportunities. We already know what unchecked judicial discretion looks like: the mass incarceration of Black
and brown New Yorkers. Asking judges to predict who is ‘dangerous’ will only worsen racial disparities and
undermine our constitutional rights. Posing this as a solution to gun violence, particularly given that gun
charges and the charges in this case remain bail-eligible, is duplicitous and will only cost more lives. Lawmakers
who care about community safety and wellbeing must reject this misinformed call to roll-back bail reform and
focus on real solutions for community safety and wellbeing.” Source: Email.
Time for justice / Urgent need for change in PA sentencing system Jan 28
“The writer is currently incarcerated at Pennsylvania’s SCI Coal Township.” The Families Against Mandatory
Minimum (FAMM) report points out the “irrational and ineffective” sentencing laws in Pennsylvania, which
send too many people to prison for far longer than necessary. Sentencing laws that severely limit pathways to
relief from excessive and unending punishments make the problem even worse. Pennsylvania has thousands of
aging and sick people, whose continued incarceration serves absolutely no purpose. The state’s overreliance on
harsh punishments, combined with a near elimination of any meaningful mechanisms for reviewing these
sentences, has contributed to a prison population that has exploded by nearly 300% since the early 1980s.
Although Pennsylvania started to reduce its prison population over the last decade, the drastic increase in the
number of people serving long and life without parole — LWOP — sentences continues…” See
https://www.workers.org/2022/01/61418/
EU Calls for Immediate Release of Palestinian Prisoner Mohammad Al-Halabi Jan 29
“The European Union called on Friday upon the Israeli occupation authorities to release Palestinian prisoner
Mohammad al-Halabi as soon as possible, as he remains in Israeli detention for five years without any charges,
the official Palestinian news agency WAFA reported. Halabi, the manager of operations for World Vision in Gaza,
was arrested on June 15, 2016, during one of his travels between Gaza and Jerusalem and was later charged
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with providing financial support to Hamas, a charge he vehemently denies. He has been on trial since then.”
See palestinechronicle.com
Virginia, It’s Time For Some Real Parole Reform Jan 29
“Virginia is one of a minority of states that has abolished parole. The only exceptions it makes are for those
incarcerated before 1995, when this was decided, and more recently for those who were sentenced as juveniles
and for Fishback cases. But of the over 2500 individuals eligible, only 163 were granted parole last year, 53 of
whom qualified for geriatric release. One bill recently introduced, HB435, would require the unanimous vote of
all five members of Youngkin’s newly appointed board to approve any release, which could virtually eliminate
parole releases altogether. And our newly elected Attorney General has stated that no person with a life
sentence should even be considered for parole. According to a February 17, 2021 Richmond Times Dispatch
article, over 4000 Virginia inmates are currently serving life sentences, 1,628 are serving life without parole;
and 1,326 are serving virtual life sentences of 50 years or more. In all, the number of Virginia inmates serving
life has increased 90% from 1970 to 2020, according to the Times…” See https://harvyoder.blogspot.com/
They Went to Prison as Kids. Now They’re on Death Row. Fight clubs, solitary confinement and neglect make
juveniles angrier and more violent. Feb 1
“The Marshall Project found a dozen cases of death row prisoners who previously spent time in youth lockups.
Most were in Texas, where such facilities have been plagued by abuse for decades. In October, federal
prosecutors announced a new round of investigations into all five of the state’s youth prisons. The U.S. Supreme
Court has been unsympathetic to death row prisoners in recent years, declining to stop any of the 13
executions pursued by the Trump administration. So it was all the more notable when, in 2020, the court ruled
in Andrus’ favor, ordering a Texas state court to reconsider his claims. Andrus has argued that his original trial
lawyer failed to adequately tell jurors about his past. The state court pushed back, ruling against Andrus. Now,
his lawyers are asking the justices in Washington to intervene again.” See
https://www.themarshallproject.org/2022/02/01/they-went-to-prison-as-kids-now-they-re-on-death-row
Medical Care at Rikers Is Delayed for Thousands, Records Show Feb 1
“A court filing on Tuesday shed new light on the effect of the city jail system’s staffing crisis on health care, with
missed appointments leading to severe health consequences. It started with a toothache. A 25-year-old man
taken into custody last winter asked New York City jail officials if he could see a dentist for cavities. But his
consistent requests for care went unanswered, according to court records and lawyers for the man, even as it
became difficult for him to eat and sleep because of the pain. His mouth became infected, leaking blood and
pus. He was in agony by the time he finally saw a dentist last month, nearly a year since he first requested
medical treatment. He was told he would need extensive surgery.
His story is emblematic of the basic medical neglect in New York City’s jails, where data from the city itself
shows that thousands of incarcerated people miss appointments each month. Lawyers for the detainees say
that the lack of timely care, even for simple ailments, leads to extreme sickness and pain: surgery dates delayed
for months, stab and burn victims whose wounds are left untreated and bug bites that swell up to take over
prisoners’ entire legs.
Last year, 16 people died in New York City jails, the highest number in years. The chief medical officer of
Correctional Health Services, Dr. Ross MacDonald, attributed the deaths to a collapse in basic jail operations,
including the delays in medical care, which he said were caused by the unavailability of correction officers —
hundreds of whom do not show up for work each day…” See
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/01/nyregion/rikers-island-medical-care.html
Erasing the Black Freedom Struggle Feb 2
“The Zinn Education Project found that most states do a dreadful job defining the era or outlining for educators
its crucial themes. Standards mostly erase the role of Black people striving to execute their vision of freedom,
instead favoring a top-down emphasis on government and the role of white people. Black people are included
in state standards, but more often as objects than subjects. Even more troubling, many of the standards echo
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the racist and discredited “Dunning School,” which saw Reconstruction as an era of Black misrule, orchestrated
by “scalawags” and “carpetbaggers.” More than a dozen states direct students to consider whether
Reconstruction was a “failure” or a “success,” but neglect to emphasize the role played by white supremacy —
in both the North and South — and the efforts of white people to crush the promise of Reconstruction. And
state standards mostly fail to link past and present, or suggest how the study of Reconstruction can help young
people think more clearly about their world today. Rather than offering students an entry point into a thrilling
chapter in the long history of the Black freedom struggle — a struggle that continues — state standards offer an
incoherent, unhelpful tangle of dates and topics…” See https://portside.org/2022-02-02/erasing-blackfreedom-struggle
A hearty salute to the Greensboro Four Feb 2
“Dear Mr. President: Feb. 1, 1960, marks the occurrence of a paramount historical event in the desegregation
arena of the American South. This event occurred in Greensboro, N.C., at the lunch counter of the Woolworth
store on Elm Street. This date is significant to many people, but it is especially significant to those who had
active roles in the Greensboro Sit-Ins. Mr. President, you have expressed kinship with the Greensboro Four and
the quickly subsequent many other sit-inners. On July 17, 2009, you gave an important address to the NAACP
Centennial Convention where you noted that the Greensboro Sit-In was “the catalyst that reignited the Civil
Rights Movement after Rosa Parks in 1955.” Fittingly, Mr. President, you ended your reference with a hearty
salute to the Greensboro Four: “To the four young men who courageously sat down to order a cup of coffee 50
years ago, and to all who they inspired, I simply say: Thank you…” See https://sfbayview.com/2022/02/ahearty-salute-to-the-greensboro-four/
CA To 'Dismantle' The Nation's Largest Death Row Within 2 Years Feb 2
“Gov. Gavin Newsom announced plans this week to shut down the nation's largest death row by transferring
inmates to other prisons within the next two years. The governor's $1.5 million request to close San Quentin's
Death Row reinforces his eventual goal to do away with capitol punishment and to turn the facility's death row
into "positive healing environment," Newsom said in a news conference on Monday. Funding would be used to
hire a consultant to "develop options for (the) space focused on creating a positive, healing environment to
provide increased rehabilitative, educational and health care opportunities." In 2019, the Democratic governor
placed a moratorium on executions, and the state has not carried out an execution since 2006…” See
https://patch.com/california/berkeley/s/i3fsz/ca-to-dismantle-the-nations-largest-death-row-within-2-years
Court Finds Continued Systemic Constitutional Violations in California Prisons Feb 3
“Ruling extends landmark settlement agreement to end indefinite solitary confinement in California.”
“A federal judge ruled yesterday that the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR) is
continuing to systematically violate the due process rights of imprisoned men despite a settlement agreement
where the agency agreed to sweeping changes to its use of solitary confinement. Judge Claudia Wilken found
that CDCR is relying on inaccurate and even fabricated confidential information to place individuals in solitary
confinement, using dubious gang affiliations to deny them a fair opportunity for parole, and holding them in a
restricted unit in the general population without adequate procedural safeguards. Citing these rights violations,
Judge Wilken extended for a second additional one-year term a historic 2015 settlement agreement to end
indefinite solitary confinement in California prisons…” See commondreams.org
Cuba has been under US embargo for 60 years. It’s time for that to end Feb 3
“There is no embargo on Cuba.” This bold claim – made by Florida senator Marco Rubio on the floor of the US
Senate last July – has quickly hardened into conventional wisdom across aisles of US Congress and among
Rubio’s base of support in the Cuban diaspora. The US blockade is a myth, a bogeyman for the Communist party
of Cuba. “Cuba is not isolated,” Rubio said. Those who say otherwise either “don’t know what they’re talking
about … or they’re liars. Those are the only two options.” Here in Havana, though, the isolating effects of the US
embargo are impossible to ignore. The docks are half-empty: the US has banned all cruise ships, cultural
exchange and educational delegations that once drove the largest industry on the island. The Western Union
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branches are shuttered: the US has banned all remittances through Cuban firms and their affiliates to the
millions of Cuban families that rely on assistance from abroad. The hospitals are understocked: the US embargo
has forbidden the export of medical technology with US components, leading to chronic shortages of over-thecounter medicine. Even the internet is a zone of isolation: the US embargo means that Cubans cannot use Zoom,
Skype or Microsoft Teams to communicate with the outside world…” See
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/feb/03/cuba-us-embargo-must-end
Instead of Freeing Palestinian Prisoners, New Scheme Aims at Punishing Their Families Feb 3
“A scheme is underway to withhold or to reduce payments made by the Palestinian Authority to the families of
Palestinian prisoners. According to Israeli media, the Biden Administration has requested that the PA entirely
overhauls its support system of Palestinian prisoners. The Palestinian leadership had already expressed
willingness to engage the US in a ‘discussion’. According to Israel’s Channel 12, the Biden Administration has
called on PA President Mahmoud Abbas to stop paying stipends to Palestinian prisoners’ families and, instead,
to consider an alternative ‘welfare’ system. For example, over 60-year-old prisoners would receive payments as
if ‘retired PA employees’. Those under 60, according to the report, would be paid as ‘PA employees’. The above
is meant as some kind of a compromise. Unlike previous American and Israeli attempts aimed at cutting off any
kind of support to the families of Palestinian prisoners, this time around the PA seems willing to consider
alternatives to the existing systems…” See counterpunch.org
Parents of Amir Locke say he was ‘executed’ by Minneapolis police during no-knock raid Feb 4
“The parents of a 22-year-old Black man shot and killed by Minneapolis police during a predawn no-knock raid
early Wednesday said their son had been “executed” by an officer and called for charges to be filed. Andre
Locke and Karen Wells, the parents of Amir Locke, said in their first public remarks about their son’s fatal
shooting that he had been a “good kid” with no criminal history who had been raised to “respect” police and
was mentored by relatives in law enforcement. They said Locke was legally armed when police executed a noknock warrant inside a downtown Minneapolis apartment where their son was lying on a couch. Andre Locke
said his son reacted as “any reasonable law-abiding citizen would do to protect themself” and “never had a
chance” to respond to officers before shots were fired. “A mother should never have to see her child executed
in that type of way,” Wells said, describing her son’s death as an “execution.” “I gave birth to Amir. Not
Minneapolis. I did. And you all took him from me.” See
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2022/02/04/parents-amir-locke-say-he-was-executed-byminneapolis-police-during-no-knock-raid/
Alex Saab is Being Tortured in the US, Denounces Diplomat’s Wife Camila Feb 5
“Venezuelan diplomat Alex Saab “is suffering torture and inhumane treatment everyday in the United States,”
decried his wife Camila Fabri Saab during a solidarity event for the diplomat, hosted last Friday, February 3, by
the US-based human rights organization Alliance for Global Justice.
“Today, as we are speaking here, another day passes in which my husband Alex Saab, a Venezuelan diplomat,
remains kidnapped,” she continued. Saab, a special envoy of the Venezuelan government to Iran and Russia,
and Venezuela’s alternate ambassador to the African Union, was illegally arrested in June 2020 in Cape Verde
while he was on his way to Iran on a diplomatic mission. Since then, the diplomat has been illegally held for
more than 600 days, first in Cape Verde, and since October 16, 2021, in the United States..” See
orinocotribune.com
Hundreds in Minneapolis protest police killing of Black man in raid Feb 5
“Hundreds of protesters took to the streets of downtown Minneapolis on Saturday demanding justice in the
fatal police shooting of a young Black man, Amir Locke, during a "no-knock" raid on his apartment earlier this
week. The boisterous but peaceful crowd, chanting Locke's name and the slogan "no justice, no peace," rallied
at Government Plaza in Minnesota's largest city three days after Locke, 22, was shot on his couch by police. The
day after the killing, police released video footage from the raid, which showed Locke was holding a gun as he
twisted beneath a blanket on his sofa after being roused by officers moments before he was slain. Police have
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said the officers were exercising a "no-knock" search warrant, which authorizes police to enter private property
without first alerting occupants or announcing their presence.
The warrant was issued in relation to a homicide probe led by detectives from the neighboring Saint Paul Police
Department. Locke was not named in the warrant, and Minneapolis police have acknowledged it was unclear
how or whether he was connected to that investigation. On Thursday, interim Minneapolis Police Chief Amelia
Huffman told a news conference the county attorney's office was reviewing the shooting, and that video from
the incident appeared to show Locke's gun pointed toward officers when they opened fire…” See
Mentally Ill Torture Victim Mohammed Al-Qahtani Approved for Release from Guantánamo Feb 7
“On February 4, another Guantánamo prisoner was approved for release from the prison by a Periodic Review
Board, a parole-type process established by President Obama, which led to the release of 36 men in his second
term in office. Of the 39 men still held, 19 — very nearly half of those still imprisoned — have now been
approved for release, with 14 of those decisions taking place since President Biden took office just over a year
ago. There was surprise in some quarters, because the prisoner in question, Mohammed al-Qahtani, a Saudi,
was, in Guantánamo’s early days, considered the 20th intended hijacker for the 9/11 attacks, and was subjected
to a specific torture program, approved by then-defense secretary Donald Rumsfeld, which, as the New York
Times reported after the PRB decision was announced, involved him "undergo[ing] two months of continuous,
brutal interrogation by the U.S. military inside a wooden hut at Camp X-Ray in late 2002 and early 2003."
The details of his torture shocked the world when a day-by-day interrogation log was leaked to Time magazine
in 2006. As the Times described it, the log revealed how "military interrogators placed Mr. Qahtani in solitary
confinement, stripped him naked, forcibly shaved him, and subjected him to prolonged sleep deprivation,
dehydration, exposure to cold, and various psychological and sexual humiliations like making him bark like a dog,
dance with a man and wear women’s underwear on his head." As the Times added, "They extracted a
confession, which he later recanted," and which included allegations that he had made against 30 other
prisoners, falsely claiming that they were bodyguards of Osama bin Laden.” See closeguantanamo.org
Why Prisons Are Banning Letters Feb 9
“Not many people send letters through the post these days, but in prisons and jails across the country, the
ritual of the mail call has long been a daily sacrament. When Dana Lomax-Williams was incarcerated in
Pennsylvania several years ago, paper mail was a lifeline that connected her to her family on the outside. But
now, as a free woman and the president of the Coalition to Abolish Death by Incarceration–Delaware County,
which advocates for the rights of people serving life sentences, she cannot return the favor to those still behind
bars. In 2018, Pennsylvania’s Department of Corrections (DOC) transitioned to a privately run scanning system
that turns every piece of mail into a digital facsimile. This policy combined with a prison e-mail system run by
another third-party contractor, she said, obstructs and undermines her communications. She said that the
DOC’s photocopied scans of her paper mail are sometimes missing pages and her e-mails are redacted when
they are received by her clients.” See https://www.thenation.com/article/society/prison-letters-mailguard/
‘There’s no amount of money that can take away how I felt’: California pays reparations to survivors of statesanctioned sterilizations Feb 11
“It’s been almost 20 years since a botched surgery while she was incarcerated, but Gabby Solano still mourns
the bleak consequences of losing an ovary after her other ovary had already been compromised. “To me, a
woman is here to have kids,” she said. “I’m never going to feel that — being pregnant, the baby growing inside
of you, having that unconditional love.” She’s among dozens of California women who underwent sterilization
procedures without their consent while they were in state prisons, up until as recently as 2010. The wrongful
prison procedures echo an older, horrific chapter in California history that affected many more people. Impelled
by the racist practice known as eugenics, California forcibly sterilized more than 20,000 people from 1909 to
1979. Both men and women, they were residents of state-run institutions for people who were mentally ill, or
had intellectual or physical disabilities. Now California is owning up to its deplorable practices. The current
budget includes $4.5 million to be split among survivors of sterilization procedures at state prisons and
institutions, plus money for outreach and to place plaques at some sites…” See sfchronicle.com
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Mandela's Words Upon His Release Ring True Today Feb 11
“Thirty-two years ago today, the world witnessed the beginning of the end of the racist apartheid regime in
South Africa. Following overwhelming international pressure, Nelson Mandela walked out of prison after
serving 27 years of a life sentence for his role as a freedom fighter in the struggle against apartheid. The
apartheid era in South Africa lasted from 1948-1994, and resulted in as many as 21,000 deaths due to political
violence, suffered almost exclusively by the Black population, often through horrific state violence, such as the
notorious Sharpeville Massacre of 1960 and the Soweto Uprising of 1976-1977.” “Today, in my role as CJI’s
Executive Director, I see countless parallels to the violently repressive apartheid regime Nelson Mandela nearly
gave up his life to defeat. Nelson Mandela’s address to the nation upon his release before a huge rally in Cape
Town still ring true today: “Today the majority of South Africans, black and white, recognize that apartheid has
no future. It has to be ended by our own decisive mass action in order to build peace and security. …The
destruction caused by apartheid on our sub-continent is in-calculable. The fabric of family life of millions of my
people has been shattered. Millions are homeless and unemployed. Our economy lies in ruins and our people
are embroiled in political strife.” There are some striking parallels between apartheid South Africa and the U.S.
today. Millions of Americans—disproportionately Black and Brown—suffer daily in jail, detention, or prison, too
often for moral “crimes” and responses to trauma and economic pressure. Millions more struggle to rebuild
their lives while on parole or other court supervision. The resulting obstacles to regaining family rights, finding
employment, securing public benefits, and participating in our democracy make the comparison even starker…”
See https://www.cjifund.org/who-we-are
[Rise Up] Part 2: The NYPD is NOT a Collection of Choir Boys, Saints and Social Workers | “New” “MajorityMinority” NYPD | NYPD Crimes Feb 13
“The NYPD Is NOT a Collection of Choir Boys, Saints and Kindly Social Workers published by Revolution on
February 7, 2022, is an important, timely ensemble of articles detailing the crimes against the people by the
NYPD from Revolution/revcom.us. This panel -- The True Stories of a Dog-Pack of Fascist Brutes, Racist Killers,
and Lying Cover-Up Artists -- followed another important analysis from Revolution/revcom.us, "Eric Adams' War
on Crime is a WAR ON THE PEOPLE." In this Part 2, Rise Up is reprinting from this ensemble, the stories of
Nicholas Heyward Jr., Anthony Baez, Abner Louima, Amadou Diallo. In our next segment, we will highlight the
cases of Malcolm Ferguson, Sean Bell, Ramarley Graham, and Eric Garner. These stories will forcibly remind us
of these NYPD atrocities…” See https://revcom.us/en

Moving Forward
As we move towards accomplishing our goals, we seek to continue to form new alliances to help build a more
unified front both nationally and internationally. We look forward to expanding our scope of services as well as
increasing our dedicated members, especially reaching out to the youth to carry on the torch of justice for not
only our beloved freedom fighters who are now elders still in these dungeons, but also for those Political
Prisoners who are to come in the future-and surely, they will, given the escalating oppression and fascism that
is swiftly seeping through every “right” in this country. Unless a sudden change permeates the power
structures, the number of political prisoners will grow. COINTELPRO is still alive and running many missives in
which to entrap those who oppose the tyrannical, oppressive & racism regime. Our hope is to unify the people
who truly want to move forward towards a better future for all, not just some—and to use the power of unified
numbers to stand as strong as a spider web against those who have chosen a destructive path to abolish human
rights. As our Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War are aging and too many have already died behind these
dungeon walls, it is imperative that we as a collective, continue to go even harder in the quest for their freedom.
They have been waiting patiently... for 30, 40, 50 years. As Jericho has withstood many obstacles in the past 20+
years, we are still here, and we will not fall back. We are relentless in bringing our beloved freedom fighters’
home. “For to be free is not merely to cast off one’s chains, but to live in a way that respects and enhances the
freedom of others.” ―Nelson Mandela
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Gratitude and Appreciation
It is with great gratitude that we express our sincere appreciation to you-our supporters. Without your help,
we could not accomplish all that we do for our Political Prisoner’s/Prisoners of War. From helping their families
visit them, to assisting with legal and medical needs, to putting monies in their commissary as well as providing
forums wherein we can hold events to educate others about our Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War, your
support helps make this possible. We know it, and our Political Prisoner’s/Prisoners of War know it as well.
There is power in the people, and this is where freedom lies. It is because of people such as yourselves, who so
graciously give of your time, your donations as well as your thoughts towards this cause, that brings us closer to
the day when we can finally say-They are Home at Last....Can you imagine? After sacrificing for the communitythe community is the one who brings them home. After languishing in a steel dungeon waiting for freedom for
decades, when that door finally swings open and they finally step into their family’s arms for good, it will be a
powerful day indeed.
We are all links that join together as one. No act, no deed is too small. Together we are strong, powerful. We
just have to keep going-as they did back in the days when they were fighting the same old oppressive, racist
regime.
“Freedom can never be taken for granted. Each generation must safeguard it and extend it. Your parents and
elders sacrificed much so that you should have freedom without suffering what they did. Use this precious
right to ensure that the darkness of the past never return.”―Nelson Mandela.
Thank you-for safeguarding and extending the fight for justice, freedom, and human rights. There is a light
down the way, it is called our children’s eyes. May they know a better world.
As you know, the obstacles to helping free our political prisoners are immense. It is to challenge the
superpower and its many facets. It is to fight repression through education, organizing, mobilizing, and creating
a movement that embraces freedom and dignity for all people and freedom for all Political Prisoners.

Your financial support at this time is needed for Jericho’s continued work and effectiveness.
If you cannot support financially, please do continue to read our newsletters, share them widely, tell others
about our Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War-volunteer to help us if you can, for everything matters and no
sincere deed is left unnoticed. We are the ones, for a prisoner’s options are limited, we have the key, we just
have to figure out together, how to unlock those doors.

Free all Political Prisoners!
In Struggle and Gratitude, The National Jericho Movement

Steering Committee
Advisory Board
1. Chair: Jihad Abdulmumit ..................................................................... 1. Paulette Dauteuil
2. Vice Chair: Frank Velgara .................................................................... 2. Anne Lamb
3. Secretary: Adam Carpinelli .................................................................. 3. Kazi Toure
4. Treasurer: Ashanti Alston .................................................................... 4. Jorge Chang
5. Fund Raising Chairperson: A’isha Mohammad.................................... 5. Saudia Durrant
6. Dragon Fire Newsletter Editor: A’isha Mohammad……………………………6. Masai Ehehosi
7. Youth Coordinator Chair: Cyrus Mayer………………………………………………7. Jaan Laaman
Please consider signing up to be a being a Monthly Sustainer!
Your Generous Contributions Help Us Provide Real Support to our Political Prisoners!
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___ $25 ___ $50 ___$75 ___$100___$250 ___$ Other___
There are two ways to donate:
1) Online Via PayPal (CLICK HERE)
2) Snail mail tax deductible donation checks to our fiscal sponsor IFCO:
Checks must be made out to IFCO with "The Jericho Movement" in the memo.
IFCO
P.O. Box 1368
Orange, New Jersey 07051-1368
Or visit our website at: http://www.thejerichomovement.com/donate and click our “donate” button.

